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Sean Genell

The Shaking of Milk

I stalk down the front yard of my apartment complex and get

the eerie feeling that I am a detective. The rain gives the impression that I'm going somewhere to do something important, like
break up racketeering rings or uncover a secret plot. But the rain
does that. It is within the ability of the rain to knead light into
shadow, deepening the cracks in the sidewalks so we can read
them. The rain contains a certain diagnostic element, washing
off the effervescent, revealing a more pure weight. And in
tonight's rain, my footsteps have a detective's weight. When I
find I am smoking again, I sigh and keep walking, the tone set
for mystery, my footsteps rhyming those of a man on a mission.
I am in search of the right milkshake.
I've heard about the man who left his wife and family to get
a milkshake. He never came home. I was six years old when that
happened and it seems reasonable that if I had to leave my wife
and family I, too, would tell them that I was going out for a
milkshake and wasn't coming back.
I tell Mom about the idea. If I had to leave my family, and
couldn't leave with grace or wisdom, I would go out for a
milkshake. Mom corrects me, cackling. "No, Jad, it's a pack of
cigarettes. And don't tell her you're not coming back. That ruins
the effect."
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I don't think Mom believes I'm serious. I have been leaving
the apartment a lot lately to get milkshakes. It seems only fair to
ask Casey if she wants one too and she always does. I bite my
tongue, plans dashed. When I wake up the next morning, I find a
styrofoam cup of froth sitting on the kitchen counter, untouched.
My sister Hanna tells me that I am beginning to act
strangely around Casey. "You don't lean into her like you used
to. Your body language would suggest that you are falling out of
love with her." She sounds like a book.
"We don't 'love' each other anyway."
"Your body language certainly seems to suggest so."
"I mean, we don't love each other at all."
"I know. What do you call it? Narcissa?"
"Nisisia."
"Nice. You don't 'love' each other. You 'nisisia' each other.
It's interchangeable, know what I mean Jad?"
"Yeah, but... "
"And your body language would seem to suggest that you
don't 'nisisia' her either. Besides all that is is love, whether you
call it that or not."
"We say 'pzreth' when we feel sexy."
"And you say 'sexy' when you're 'horny'. That's just
'talking' and 'fucking'. And that's love."
It bothers me that Hanna seems to have figured it out so
easily, without all the second and third thoughts and the worry.
Maybe it's the second marriage and the ubiquitous Mr. Sherman, the man she hides in the Pochanos, which give way
to insight.
When I get to Timo's, I decide to get Casey a ginger snap
milkshake and myself a green tea malt. It didn't start like this.
First, it was vanilla. Something bland and colorless that went
along with anything, in which case, I wouldn't have to apply
myself. Then it was chocolate and strawberry. And then manda-
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rin orange and banana and now maybe it isn't a rnilkshake, I
think. Perhaps a malt or only a variant flavor is the answer.
When I wake up the next morning, I realize the malt doesn't
work and neither does the ginger snap shake and I mull over the
idea of a cola slurpee.
I am beginning to worry. What happens when Casey doesn't
want a rnilkshake? Getting a milkshake a couple of nights a
week has become a system of self-organization, of communication, connections to the other parts of the clockwork motion of
my life. The things I do have become part of a larger mechanic.
It's in what I say and write and act and choose. I can sense it in
my clumsiness, in my tender grasp of the naive when I order a
malt instead of a rnilkshake. The way I talk to Mom, to Casey, to
Hanna, to my estranged father. The way I understand and
receive my own information telling me everything is all right.
The way I scratch myself and catch my sneezes, strategically
attacking my cuticles and toenails, picking just the right callous
and overgrowth. My rebellion against standard ten o'clock-two
o'clock hand placement on the steering wheel. What music I
listen to and when. The way I come home and disregard all else
until I replay all the songs I know on the guitar and always break
the strings. The way I sneak into the bathroom to think about sex
even though Casey is waiting in bed. The way I feel displaced,
driving out of the city to my student teaching job in the suburban public school system and instead of teaching English I give
discourses on the Fall of Rome and the importance and rhythm
of numbers and why I like Judas better than Jesus. I fuck up,
almost systematically, and don't understand certain things at all.
My crazed obsession with symmetry and balance and I still can't
get my hair to part down the middle perfectly enough while I let
globs of toothpaste build up on the lip of the tube without much
notice. I count my cigarettes and I carry my book bag on my left
shoulder and smoke with my right hand, so easily yet calculated
-reach, light, smoke. I eat McDonalds every day and the next
day, after eating McDonalds again, I shit out the previous day's
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lunch. I find ritual sex interesting, kissing Casey on the lips first,
the neck, back to her mouth, going down her chin to her breasts
and further downward, corning back over the cusp of her abdomen, and only then would I consider moving inwards. I lose my
hairbrush and keys every morning and fancy that they are hiding
together. I don't vacuum or wash dishes or take out the garbage
until I have to. I cackle when I find something funny and I only
laugh if I find it annoying or boring. I think about masturbating
much more than I actually masturbate and only because it's
difficult to find time between the structures of a life that goes
tick-tick-tick. Like a clock. Rhyming with the marching steps of
the clockwork army. Whatever I do goes into the clockwork
army of my everydays. Skilled and well-worn, honed to perfection and balanced to a set of precision motions, all amounting to
the saddle on my lifehorse.
Tonight, I walk around the block a couple of times before I
limp to Timo's and order two Green River rnilkshakes. It occurs
to me that maybe if I talked to Casey, I mean really sat her down
and told her straight out that I didn't think things were working,
then maybe I wouldn't have to be going out for rnilkshakes
constantly.
I am starting to get a pain in one of the molars in the bottom
left side of my mouth.
Casey buys our cigarettes.
I don' t want to break things between us; I think around the
block but I can't help believing Hanna when she says that I'm
finding my life with Casey becoming interchangeable moments
of talking and fucking. I don't think it's the sex that bothers me,
though. Sex is integral to how we communicate with each other.
And when we talk, the words that don't fit into my sentences
come out of hers. The spaces that are left behind-unsaid words,
hinted images- are simply known between us, hinged on the
way the two of us see the world move. But there are other
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things. Things that used to shape us together, other facilitators of
our language. The leaves I picked for her and called green stars.
The bottle of sand she gave me that holds all the dreams. The
3M sticky notes on my bathroom mirror that said, "I like you
muches." Where are these things now? Even the annoying way
she has to lie closest to the wall every single night seems to have
lost weight, moving on to some other time and people. I don't
know if Casey understands what the hell is going on here and
why it makes me nervous, putting me on the spot but not really.
Things are coming apart because everything is just all right.
Everything is safely bound in a neat little package, ready-made
and pleasant.
Hanna tells me that my body language doesn't correlate to
Casey's at all anymore and it is best to sit down and talk to her.
Maybe if I told her I loved her.
I don't know if I could let that happen. It would disrupt the
carefully built structure of what we have, tum it into some kind
of goddamn regulated cutesy-pie.
And this is starting to scare me: suppose tomorrow comes
and Casey doesn't want a milkshake? That would really throw
everything off. Getting the milkshake has put a comfortable
amount of tension on my life. It has forced me to really live. I
mean, I have to make room for evasive action every other night
during the seventh commercial of prime time television. I jitter
uncontrollably, walking to our room to search for silver change
and my jacket and shoes and red Caterpiller cap. My stomach
chums as I ask if she wants a milkshake and wait for an answer.
Tonight when I return from Timo' s, I carry the two
medium-sized styrofoam cups of Green River milkshake into
the kitchen and throw them into the trash. Casey is watching
television. She doesn't notice that I have been gone for a long
time, wandering around our block like a fool looking for the hat
on his head.
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She looks up at me, taking her eyes off of her second
favorite cop show. She doesn't say anything at first, just yawns
and grabs her own hands, stretching them out in front of her,
pulling them further until she shakes slightly. She smiles.
I walk up to her and pull her off the couch by the ankles,
down onto the floor. She is of course startled and I almost
apologize for giving her the wrong idea.
Without saying anything, I kneel on the floor in front of her
body as she pulls herself onto her elbows.
She could be saying my name but I don't hear that. I can
only hear the blood in my ears.
She cautiously lights a cigarette but retains her shaped,
decidedly unsurprised look. She may have said what time is
it anyway.
I grab the cigarette out of her mouth and it bums like a son
of a bitch but I don't make a noise. She may have said Jesus
Christ, what's the matter with you, but I can't be sure.
She looks scared. This is new. I haven't seen her look scared
before. Her look scares me and I think perhaps I am acting a bit
too malicious. I realize she thinks she's in a situation which has
only one recourse and I hope she doesn't scream. That would
ruin things altogether. I just stare at her.
The frightened look drains out of her face, slowly, and I
think it is for the same reason she is onto me about the goddamn
milkshakes so I grab her across the ankles to keep her attention.
I come off my knees slowly and move toward her body how
I think a tiger would. I bite my bottom lip-slightly, at the left
comer. She knows my lips. I know she knows my lips. There is
a connection here, a hint. She closes her eyes and lies back,
reaching for something to grab onto.
She is asleep, her body against mine like a spoon, her back
versus my chest, my arm wedged between her breasts. Like the
eternal rock-a-bye-baby, it's as though I am always held by little
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or nothing at all as I fall into sleep. I put my mouth on her neck
and listen to her breathe through her nose. Quietly, I lean across
her, between the bed and the wall, unplug the digital alarm
clock-radio. Fear is a good thing, I convince myself as I close
my eyes, my face drowning in warm hair. Fear is a good thing
and the fear I have now is that of her waking tomorrow in love.
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Carolyn Alessio

The Bunt
Our beer reeks yeast,
fermentive and dark
as the bar's lighting.
The rotary pay phone
waits for you, back
near the bathrooms,
through swinging oak doors
that transform everyone
who passes through them
into gangsters.
You're
teasing me with recipes:
listing the ingredients,
daring me to guess the
dish. You start easy:
avocado, lemonjuice.
The square paper napkin
clings to the wet bottom
of my glass. Guacamole,
I say, peeling it off.
Holy Guac, you say,
a-Mole. I laugh through
beer-moist lips while
you begin listing again:
Cake mix, eggs, oil,
curved teflon pan. You
drum your slim fingers
on the maroon vinyl
booth, grinning, but
I'm not thinking of Angel
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or Devil' s Food or even
Bundt: I'm working on
another riddle, wondering
how your wife spells her
name: Stacey or Stacie?
Think of baseball,
you're saying, convinced
you've stumped me on the
cake pan. You pour more beer.
The batter wants to advance
the player on first. I
imagine you pitching on
a baseball diamond, your
wife stranded at first,
digging her cleats into
the soft dirt, and me
in the stands, watching
your careful wind-up,
silently urging the gumchewing batter to bunt.
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Annie M. Verbicky

The Betrayal: Jacqueline and Isabelle
In 1989
I had two lovers.
Jacqueline:
a 5' 4", femme-butch with pouty lips;
Looked like Roseanne Barr
(If Roseanne lost weight,
Shrunk,
And had computer skills).
When she wanted sex, Jacqueline
Pressed her hips into a luscious waddle,
Approached me, and
raised her shirt to reveal
An expansive pink belly
With rose tattoos under each voluminous breast.
Isabelle:
a 5' 10" butch femme who taught
aerobics classes at the "Y";
Continuously flexed her muscular torso
and exuded a familiar pungent odor from her hairy
Italian American princess hands.
Before me, Isabelle loved an Irish woman named Brigid
She met while kissing the Blarney Stone
During study abroad.
Isabelle saw up Brigid's skirt as she hung upside
Down with her lips pressed against the moist mossy stone.
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Isabelle always lingered in the kitchen after
making love on Saturday mornings;
Jacqueline brought over some
Coffee cake unannounced one Saturday morning.
When she saw Isabelle leaning naked against the
cold white porcelain sink,
Jacqueline knew she would want Isabelle forever.
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Gabriel Chifu

translated by Adam J. Sorkin
and Taina Dutesru-Coliban

Eyes With A Double Gaze
It's not only I who look through my eyes at everything
but also someone else.
I can feel his gaze running parallel to mine,
exactly as if ascending through a stalk
along with the sap of the known flower,
there were another sap
surging towards the flower sprung up
mysteriously between two worlds .
. . .And what I see, is it but
the ragged edge of things,
the rest being seen, usurped by him?
Do I view the surface of things only,
while he seizes the heart?
Who is he? What shall I call him? Withered god
who has lost all light?
Suicidal god? God without space, god accursed
beyond this universe?
A being without presence, a mere promise?
And why, why does he look?
The power of becoming, is it so much greater
than what is?
Is it in a hurry? Curious to know?
Yes, and why should he be the only one
to reach this world through my eyes?
Oh, could I myself not accompany his gaze
all the way back to wherever it starts from,
there to arrive in the unmade,
the forest of fierce lightning?
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Ricia Anne Chansky

the cafe venus
this coffee queen comes
right out from behind the counter
and speaks to me as if
I were someone special
while she waits to record my words
her face opens up and out spills
a smile like cream from the cow
each tooth shines -the purest cane pushed
into delicate cubes
her lips part to pour out words
ground to the finest perfection

One lump or two?
she asks
the sounds
and

heavy

with suggestion

man

she stirs me
like a coffee queen

should
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Patrick B. Mikulec
Chicken in a Box
The drive-up window and I've paid
and received chicken in a box,
but my friend repeating the words
of some crazy physicist says,
the chicken in the box doesn't exist
until you see it, and once seen, you
change it and it changes you.
Because this friend is beautiful
and I can see her, I'm changed
and start thinking of trust, how I pay
for a box of nonexistent chicken
with money that didn't exist a moment
before and the employees open
their freezer door to make their chicken
exist and the chicken buyers pay for
an empty truck and how the farmers
open their empty coops to the faith
of chickens-and God,
how God remains fleshless behind
his closed door-and love, how I
must wait in my nonexistence
in a room for the woman I love
to enter, to see and give me flesh
to change and be changed and say,
Well, aren't you going to open the box?
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Jacqueline Berger

The Stun Gun
At the entrance to the palazzo David's head in marble
is gentle as chalk,
even with snarled lip he looks like a baby,
his wide cheeks and puffy chin,
with his curls at the entrance
where the tarp of sky billows and the sun
like a carriage rocks in place.
David the underdog, worried and naked,
his boyish stomach is a flat stone
his genitals are fruit-like.
A symbol against tyranny
from the back of the postcards
we buy at the stand.
Circling the palazzo my friend
tells me she went to a gun show, picked up a few
stun guns for Christmas presents,
we debate the wisdom of this,
look, she says,
I know a woman
who was corning home from the gym,
it was late, first one man
then two more grabbed her, but she was ready
and touched their chests with her stun gun,
instantly they were on the ground like snakes
until the police came and carried them away.
David with his apricot sex,
his wide stone cheeks, remembered
for the time he didn't bolt.
We are having dinner, bowing our heads
toward bowls of soup
and lifting the large spoons to our mouths.
Outside it is raining, the water
is pouring from the drain pipe on the roof.
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James Calvin Schaap

River Bend
The most memorable day of Lenny Bolstad's life was the day
he drove his new Kawasaki off the lot. I'm not patronizing him.
He would agree. That cycle was the real love of his life.
Notice the past tense. One Saturday night, Lenny Bolstad
came out of River Road doing something near seventy, people
say-but who knows? Whatever the speed, it was too fast for the
curves that follow the snaking path of the Big Sioux. He considered himself an expert cyclist, but his ability to lean his own
dream bike through the curves that night was put into check by a
frustrated anger so intense he forgot himself and even his
beloved Kawasaki.
He hit a tree, and he wasn't wearing a helmet. When the
doctors put him back together, his elbows were gone and he had,
for the most part, lost the use of his arms. But his recklessness
also took out something upstairs. Most of his coordination was
gone, but so was his ability to hold up his end of a conversation,
which is not to say- forgive me-that Lenny was capable of
really meaningful conversation before the accident. Today he
sits mostly, and watches television. Whatever words are stuck in
his mind are played over and over, as if the little information he
has on hand plays on one short film loop.
If he remembers the accident at all, he's never brought it up.
The doctors believe that whatever memory might still be there
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will likely never emerge, buried in the trauma what's there in his
mind won't allow him to recall.
But this story does not belong to Lenny Bolstad. This part of
the story, at least, belongs to Mindy Foxhoven, who was with
him the night he roared out of River Park, although she was not
on the bike when he pinwheeled off and left his Kawasaki
ditched and twisted, just so much gnarled shiny trash. If Lenny
remembers what happened that night a year ago, he's not saying.
So no one, other than Mindy, knows everything.
Among the employees at Neukirk Plastics, where Lenny
Bolstad worked, late night catfish angling is a real living to
which one's work is only a necessary prerequisite. You take a
couple of poles, set them up with a forked stick in the sand at the
river's bank, and weight down the lines good so the
nightcrawlers or grubs or whatever artificial bait you're using
loll fat and scrumptious-looking on the river bottom. Then you
make a fire on the bank, down a hot dog or two, roast a couple
of s' mores, drink beer or whiskey, and spend the night. If
you've got a girl along, you take a sleeping bag. Sometimes you
catch fish, sometimes not.
Lenny always wanted to drive the eighteen-wheelers he and
his crew loaded all day long, but he was stuck with an OMVUI a
year ago, and the company wouldn't let him behind the wheel of
one of their semis, they said, until he was old enough and he
straightened out his act. So five days a week and a half day on
Saturday his job consisted of stacking the dozens of plastic lawn
ornaments Neukirk Plastics makes. Like the other single guys on
the crew, he dreamed about late night catfishing at the river with
a woman.
Mindy and Lenny were not in love. Lenny Bolstad was just
21 years old, but he wasn't looking for a wife yet--"just a
honey," as he liked to say. Mindy is only seventeen, not bad
looking. She has beautiful features-dark, almost piercing eyes,
and a perfect nose, like her brother Alan-he's a twin. But
unlike him she's just a bit overweight, big-boned, one might say,
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and she'd not had that many dates to speak of-that is, before
Lenny Bolstad started paying attention. Like Alan, she's been
quiet most of her life, sometimes hidden from storms around her
no one in Neukirk sees but her brother, even though most people
who know Duane, their father, likely guess those storms happen.
Lenny was really her first boyfriend.
Now a guy gets to thinking all day long about being out
there on the river bank, the silver moon staring down at the
ripples over the smooth current like a line of soft white sparks
in the night's shadowy darkness. He gets to dreaming about
velvet skin as he stacks those lawn chairs in empty boxcars or
cavernous trailers all day, and he buries himself in the vision of
what it's going to be like at night with a woman aboard that
blanket he's laid down on the river bank, a cold beer at his side,
and nobody around but a light breeze chasing through the tree
tops, and here and there some lumbering old raccoon. The
leaves are just beginning to fill in, and the whole place smells
like early spring. The river is about as far away as you can get
from the loading dock, after all, so far away that you cross it
and you're there in South Dakota, a whole different state.
That's what he's thinking.
So that night, once Lenny had a fire started, he baited the
hooks and put the lines in. Then he washed his hands in river
water, even brought along those little wet napkins for Mindy.
He'd stuck beer in the current, tied it with an extra stringer,
made her a hot dog, spread it with ketchup and mustard
squeezed from those little packets he'd collected for just this
kind of night.
It was warm, even jacketless-warm, the dark sky spread out
through the limbs of the trees on both sides of the river like a
blanket of stars. The small fire popped and cracked, threw
jumbled shadows of just the two of them over the spread of
grass on the river bank.
Slowly things rose to the point he'd planned all day long,
nothing left to say and nothing left to happen but what the guys
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always say just comes naturally. He knew it would happpen, of
course, and so did Mindy. He'd joked a lot, clowned around
with the bait, drank the first beer politely, then put his hand
beneath her sweatshirt like he'd done before, undid her bra as
she laid her head in the crook of his arm.
It's fair to say that Mindy Foxhoven knew very little about
love-as if any of us do. She knew what she'd seen in movies
and was sure of what everyone expected. What she clearly
understood that night was that someday-not yet maybe, but
someday-this guy, Lenny Bolstad, could well be her first. But
she was just as sure, even as she lay there in his arms, that if he
would be her first, he wouldn't be her last. She didn't love him,
not that kind of real love love-that much she knew, even
though she'd never really acknowledged it, even to herself.
What she loved was the feast he'd laid before her, his
preparation, his care. She loved being considered worthy of every
little thing he'd done. She loved his attention, something she'd
rarely received before at home or anywhere else for that matter.
"You comfortable?" Lenny said. He had a hold of her breast
as tenderly as Lenny Bolstad was capable of holding anything in
this world. Love-whatever of its myriad forms it takes--can
bring out the very best in us.
She didn't dare say yes really, so she simply smiled wide
enough for him to see it in the darkness. From here on for her,
she knew, the only way of proceeding was to feel her way along
as though that night were the dark prairie river in front of them.
She'd not made her mind up about how far this was going to go,
not tonight at least, and her not knowing put her at a disadvantage because all day long in those empty boxcars Lenny had
decided exactly what it was he would be after.
It was difficult for Mindy to plan. All she knew, even as she
lay there beside him, was a kind of bottomless fear that moved
almost seamlessly into the joy she felt at being loved. But she
understood this much: nothing she would do that night would be
accomplished without a cost, and she stood a better-than-even
chance of losing either way. If it ended without making love, it
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would have been by her choice, not his. If it ended the way she
knew he wanted, whatever pleasure she might have would come
at a very dear price. The decision was hers. She was the only
one with real freedom that night, Lenny already sailing along a
pre-determined path.
So when Mindy removed his hand from her breast, she did
so not in an admonishing way, but as if to tell him that he had to
be careful and slow since she was afraid, very afraid. She moved
it down, over her tummy, as if not to dispossess him completely.
He loosened her jeans, spread his fingers down her belly beneath, and she let him, just for a moment.
Lenny Bolstad undoubtedly never understood Mindy
Foxhoven or any other woman for that matter, which is not to
say that anyone can know fully what goes on inside the minds of
those we love or seek to. But most of what he'd thought about
women was gleaned from what he'd heard loading trucks or
watching television, and he assumed that if he planned the
whole thing right and tried to be more loving than he would
have cared to describe to his buddies on the skid loaderswetnaps, light beer, ketchup in sanitary packets-if he did all of
those things, she'd love it. And she did. Maybe, love him.
She toyed with him at first, and he expected that much. She
tried to restrain him with giggling, as if what he was up to was
only a bout of tickling. But he kept after her, and the black night
slowly spread over her like a heavy wool cape. She had never
considered how totally at risk she was out there with a guy she
didn't love, a man capable by physical strength alone of doing
what he wanted.
"Mindy," he told her baldly, "I love you."
She knew it was only half-meant, although he was likely not
lying to himself. She knew there was nothing she could say in
response-she wasn't going to lie. So she tried to communicate
something endearing with her hands, by running her fingers up
and down his sides, keeping her thumbs pressed in his ribs.
"I do," he said again. "What's wrong?"
She turned her head.
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"You don't love me?" he said.
She bit her lip.
"Well, talk," he said.
But there was nothing to say, so she did what she thought he
might understand-she gambled that somewhere in him she
could find a place to hide herself. She took his face in her hands
as he leaned above her, she reached up, and she kissed him
softly-a kiss of thanks, really.
He held her there a moment, his arms around her, then
lowered her gently once again to the blanket, put his elbows up
beside her face and kissed her just as softly in return, confident
that what she was telling him in that warm gesture was her
desire for a bit more tenderness. Then he stopped kissing her
and looked into her eyes, and when he did her spirit rose with
her trust, knowing he'd translated perfectly the intent of that
wordless kiss. Minutes passed, Lenny holding himself at bay,
Mindy breathing more easily, even thanking him for understanding, kissing him again, her lips softly on his.
He pulled back slightly and slid his hands along the sides of
her face, tucked her hair gently behind her ears.
"Lenny," she said, the only word she dared to say, and slid
her fingers beneath his shirt, held him stiffly in her fingers. This
young woman had never been loved, not really-not even by her
parents--certainly not by her parents.
Lenny Bolstad held himself back for what seemed to him to
be hours, her body pressed beneath him, his almost irreproachable fingers playing deftly against her cheeks, his lips and
tongue teasingly light against hers. He restrained himself
forever, it seemed, toyed with her as she had toyed with him,
cared for her until, finally, just as he'd imagined it somehow, he
felt her rise beneath him, reaching upward, not with her hands
this time but with her hips, a movement she'd never felt in
herself before, an offering arising from a place left suddenly
unguarded, something that came so easily she couldn't have
tried to stop it, a hunger.
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To him, that press of flesh was a signal he'd done it all
perfectly; he'd spoken with gentleness that prompted her to
offer herself the way he knew she eventually would, because,
he thought, it's somewhere in them too, this hunger. So he
held himself up on one elbow, just the way he'd imagined it,
then pushed one arm behind her, around her, and then the
other, hooking one leg around hers before twisting himself off
and pulling her quickly on top.
To her, to be out from beneath him seemed even more of a
relief, and she laughed, brought her hands up to his face and
kissed him again, held him there until she felt his hands sliding
her jeans down her legs in a motion so quick she had no time to
stop him. But with herself on top, she let those jeans slide a bit,
a means of thanking him, until suddenly, glaringly, she felt the
point of his nakedness somehow freed between them.
Immediately, she got to her knees, her hands up to her face.
"What's the matter?" he said, twisting himself away from
her face.
In that moment she felt him between her legs, she suddenly
thought herself immensely stupid. More than anything else, what
she felt was humiliation for being so incredibly naive, so wrong,
so used.
"I want to go home," she told him, her back to him. "I want
to go now."
"We just got here," he said. "Shit, Mindy, it took me an hour
to get all this crap set up."
She brought her arms up over her chest and took the only
path she could, headed for the sound of the river.
"Mindy, I'm sorry," he said, his voice raised to reach her at
the river bank.
She could neither speak nor face him now, so she followed
the bend in the river away from the fire and climbed into the
grove of trees that towered from a chiseled bank, using her
hands on the steep floor of the woods. The old leaves were
damp, not noisy.
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"Mindy!" he yelled.
She could see his outline against the fire along the banl<.
"You're being stupid," he yelled.
All she knew was to get away from Lenny Bolstad, from
what she had felt about him, from how wrong she'd been, how
dumb to think that he really loved her, that he cared. She slid
behind some trees.
By the time he came after her, he had already lost her in the
darkness. What triggered his anger was only partially the
frustration of her suddenly putting a stop to this project he'd
worked on so long. What fired his anger enough to put him back
on the bike was the fact that she wouldn't say anything, even
when he pleaded with her as he stood near the fire. What made
him scream, really, was her silence. She wouldn't respond.
He reached for his flashlight, even though he knew that by
carrying it lit she'd know exactly where he was in the darkness.
He climbed the bank toward the cottonwoods, the sound of the
river coming up in noisy whispers from the spot where a tree
had been upended by high water right nearby.
"Mindy!" he yelled. "Geez, don't be stupid about this."
She stayed hidden. She could see him and hear him, but
there was nothing he could do. He searched behind upturned
stumps, circled the biggest trees, and where the banks fell
steeply to the river's edge he slashed down toward the water
with the beam of the light. With every moment of silence, he
grew more bitter, more reviled, and his screaming, his swearing,
grew. Circled by darkness, nothing around him but the black
outlines of trees, he kept yelling her name. "Okay, if you're
going to be that way, I'm leaving," he spit at her finally. "Stay
here then and rot, dumb shit, if you're going to be so stupid." He
flicked the flashlight's switch and headed back toward the
smoldering fire, where the poles sat motionless on the bank.
"Mindy!" he yelled once more, as if she were right beside him.
"I'm not kidding. I'm leaving if you're going to play this stupid
game," he said more quietly, and then he walked away, left
everything the way it was-lines in the water, fire going, beer
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cooling in the river. He got on his bike and flexed the engine
until the roar seemed to Mindy almost deafening through the
trees. He swung that bike back onto the road, the whole show a
demonstration meant only for her, a scared little girl hidden away.
She listened as he ran that cycle's engine up, speed-shifted
through what gears he could manage through the curves, and
finally heard the sudden surge and howl before the splash of
metal and the silence that followed so quickly she doubted, for a
moment, that everything that night had even happened.
She spoke his name, then repeated it louder.
As if she had the whole River Park mapped vividly in her
mind, she ran through the trees and back to the bank toward
their fire, then up the ruts they had taken to the river's edge and
out the gravel entrance to the blacktop. She ran up the steep hill
without tiring, until she came to a spot where a blue wispy haze
rested between trees on both sides of the road, where she found
him on his back, moaning, a few yards from the tree that must
have stepped up from the bank to take him, the taillight of the
bike still glowing in the ditch.
The ground was wet where he was lying, and he was wet in
her arms when she held him, a raspy sound in his throat with
every breath. "Lenny," she said. "Lenny, listen-I'm here." She
pulled his face to hers. The girl was seventeen. She'd rarely dated.
He seemed unable to move, but she knew he was alive by
thick breaths he drew from deep in his chest.
"Lenny," she said again and pulled his face up to hers. She
tried to imagine how far it would be to the campground at the
entrance to the park, whether she should wait for a car now or
start walking, how she would ever stop crying if he would die
here while she wasn't around-what she should do, what she
could do. What she understood was that her life was over by
what she'd done that night--or not done-and she recognized
right then how easy it would have been simply to have let it
happen, to have done it, like everybody else does-what's wrong
with me anyway, she asked herself. They could have been there
yet, on the bank, the two of them making love like he wanted.
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She sat there alone with Lenny, betting on his death, not
because she knew anything about medicine, but because she'd
already shouldered the burden of the worst she could imagine.
She sat there until the swell of lights rose through the trees
above her, and a truck with two fishermen came up slowly on
the curve Lenny hadn't made. She pulled herself up from the
ditch and stood in the middle of the road.
"You okay?" one of the men said.
"I think he's dying," she told him, pointing.
When they got to Emergency, for the first time she saw how
full of blood she was.
No one in town knows that story, but people inferred a
great deal already on the night of the accident. Neukirk people
have a view of man that makes no excuse for the darkness of the
human soul, so immediately they thought the worst. Besides, it
was something of a mismatch, Mindy so shy and Lenny already
in trouble more than once. In the weeks that followed the
accident, they sympathized with her for what they thought had
happened, but what people felt had practically no effect on her.
Besides, she'd learned already as her father's child that keeping
secrets was a way of life.
The walls of her guilt rose immeasurable. She had murdered
Lenny Bolstad by telling him things with her body she didn't
mean to, things she shouldn't have said. It wasn't simply the fact
that she'd said no that haunted her, it was her memory of lying,
not with her mouth but something that moved deeply inside of
her. Just for a moment that something had said yes, and she
should have listened to it, she thought, like he had, instead of
giving him only her silence and putting him on the bike.
Mindy Foxhoven dedicated her life to a kid she'd never
loved, a kid left with less of a mind than he'd had before. From
the very start, when she read to him and he'd responded only
with his fingers and his hands, she committed her life to him, as
if the wordless secrets she had offered him that night were as
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strong and sacred as marriage vows. She walked him up and
down the halls, fed him, spoke to him hours on end. For a few
months her parents tolerated her slavish behavior, something
they saw as obsession. But they'd never liked Lenny Bolstad,
never trusted him-so much older he was than their daughter.
Even so they didn't try to dissuade her from her daily trips. By
September, she'd go every afternoon, after days at school
notable only for the dedicated way in which she'd suddenly
begun to attend to her classwork. Before the accident, she was
quiet and reasonably diligent, but after that night she became a
model student, attentive and mature, driven by a mission.
Everyone in Neukirk knew what was behind her attention to
Lenny Bolstad, but we were all powerless to do anything.
The Foxhoven home is large, full of oak woodwork, builtin bookshelves, even a pair of fancy pillars at the entrance to the
living room and a banister on the open staircase. It's the kind of
small-town American home where real family life is supposed to
take place. In this town, where there are few rich people, this
home is considered something of a showcase. Mrs. Foxhoven
keeps it up well, and what happens on the inside, though sometimes horrible, is just as diligently maintained.
Next door-actually an entire lot of flowers away-stands
another, this one less a monument. It has no gables, and the
wood shingles have long ago grown green around the edges. The
porch, sinking slightly toward the street, still has the full
complement of balusters in straight lines, holding up a railing
that has stood in need of paint for years.
It's the home of Lizzie Foreman, an eccentric old maid
schoolteacher, now long retired, who today is seen only in her
garden, tending gladiolas and begonias. She speaks to no one
except the Foxhoven kids, who long ago gained her favor by
walking respectfully through her flower bed. Out back stands
one of the last town barns in the village of Neukirk, a place
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where she keeps a Model A in almost mint shape. It hasn't
moved in thirty-eight years, people say.
Lizzie Foreman knew Alan and Mindy were out there in her
bam a few nights ago. She could tell by the flashes of light she
saw inside as she stood over her dry sink at the back window.
What brought them together, as it had throughout their childhood, was that Model A. Duane Foxhoven finally tired of giving
his daughter the patience he'd never shown her before, and
when he had a few beers, he got frustrated and threw one of his
tantrums, screamed at her that she was wasting her life tending a
vegetable, swore that whatever that bastard had done to her that
night, he didn't deserve anybody's good will. When he was
finished blowing his terror all over that nice old house, her
father, the nursery man, left to cut somebody' s grass somewhere
or throw in some bush in the front yard of a brand new house.
The twins, Alan and Mindy, as they have for years, wandered
through the flowers and over to the old bam, where Lizzie knew
they'd often taken refuge. She'd heard Duane Foxhoven's
how ling herself while out in the garden. But that's another story.
Alan put both hands up on the wheel and looked around as if
he were waiting for a light to change. "I wonder if she'lllet me
drive this thing someday," he said. "You think?"
Mindy sat back angrily. "Won't run anyway," she said, for
all of this was Alan's idea. She reached up to unclasp the
windshield and swung it open.
"Drive it in parades maybe," he said. "I mean, nobody'd
ever use a car like this anymore. It belongs in a museum."
"She belongs in a museum," Mindy said.
"She's already in one," he told her, and then the silence
grew, the two of them sitting in the darkness, Alan fiddling with
things, Mindy seething.
"What'd you want to say to me anyway?" she asked him. "I
got the whole Revolutionary War to study tonight."
"Had to get out of that house," he said, same as always.
"Less than a year and I'll be gone," she told him.
"No you won't," he said. "You're stuck with him now-"
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"Dad?"
"Course not-Lenny."
"I'm not stuck with him, Alan-geez!"
"Did you love him?" he said.
"Yeah," she told him. "Yeah, of course-so what's it to you?"
They had never spoken of that night three months before,
even though in the shelter they'd so often sought from their
father, they'd grown closer than most brothers and sisters. "So
what happened anyway?" Alan said. "I went down there the
night it happened," he told her. "Everybody was at the hospital
anyway, and Dad was acting as if he should be working or
something. I had to sit there in that room with him-you know,
you were there."
"You went to the river?'' Mindy said.
"Somebody had to. I knew all that fishing stuff was still
there. I mean, somebody had to like, clean up."
She turned toward him.
"I ate your Hershey bars," he said, giggling. "I pulled in the
lines, and I got this stupid idea that I'd catch this monster catfish
and have to throw it back because I couldn't tell people, you
know? So it says in the paper, 'Alan Foxhoven snags record
catfish with sister in hospital."'
"My word!" she said. "I suppose you drank the beer."
He grimaced. "You had beer?"
"On a stringer in the river."
"I never saw the beer," Alan said. "I got the sleeping bag in
the trunk-still there. I threw the bait away long ago, and the box
is gone-Ijunked it. Threw the buns away right away. The way I
figure, you had a hot dog and he had two-three buns gone."
She turned away. "I've got to study history."
"I sat there that night and looked across the river and figured
out how you could have walked across over there and you'd
have been in South Dakota, you know," he said. "'That's all you
got to do,' I thought, 'is walk across and you're in a whole
different state."'
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"A lot of good that would have done," she said.
"I don't know," he said. "I've had the feeling ever since,
you know. It's like you and me, Mind, we ought to just jump
start this car and take off, you know?" He slapped her arm. "You
hear what I'm saying-the two of us, just leave. We got reason-"
"I got Lenny," she said.
"Throw some gas in this thing, bang it right out of the barn
here, and take off, like Mary Poppins. Go to Denver," he said.
"So what do we do in Denver?"
"I don't know-live on the street," he said, slapping the
wheel. "We'll find something. We can always sell our bodies."
She pulled her legs away, turned to look out the window. "I
owe him, all right?" she said. "Why don't you all just let me be?"
What her brother knew was that whatever had happened had
changed everything, locked her up in her room when she wasn't
at the hospital, swept joy off her face, turned her into some kind
of nun. She'd left something behind, just like Lenny did, but he
didn't know what to say to her exactly, so there they sat, Lizzie
Foreman already down in her front room with some magazine,
hoping the two of them didn't set the place afire.
"There was beer down there?" he said. "True?"
"I wasn't drunk-"
"That's not what I'm saying. You told me there was beer
there-"
"In the river."
"Let's go."
"Don't be ridiculous."
"No, I mean in our car. Let's go, Mind. I want to go."
"I'm not going back there," she said.
"How am I supposed to find it if you aren't along?"
"I'm not going-"
"We've been there a hundred times. You scared of a river?"
"Damn it, Alan," she said. "Don't you care about me? Don't
you even give a shit that I'm full up to here with what happened?"
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"Then I'm going," he said, putting on a macho voice.
"Gonna' get me some beer." He grabbed the wheel with both
hands. "Staked in the river, huh? I bet I can find it. Gonna' do
some serious partyin' ."And just like that he was out of that old
car and halfway through the flowers, never even looked back.
She could have killed him when he said that, but she went
with him, she told herself, because she was his sister and she
wanted to protect him-that's what she told him.
Lizzie Foreman put some tea on the stove a half hour or so
later, and she looked out back toward the barn. When she didn't
see the wandering cone of the flashlight, she was happy the old
place didn't bum down.
The road from Neukirk to the state line is totally unremarkable, a flat swath of concrete that floats so easily on the
gently rolling hills of prairie cropland that it seems laid there
by something airborne and slowly moving west. On both sides
that September night, com and soy beans waved in southern
breezes that carry moisture up all the way from the Gulf like
a giant river unseen. The prairie bunches up like a throw rug
near the river, hills rise and fall more steeply, and the thick
rows of tall com recede, then fade, into stiff grassland suitable
only for grazing.
When they turned in toward the park, Mindy recognized
there was nothing of leaving this place in her memory, even
though she must have passed the park sign on the blacktop while
in the back of the ambulance. The whole trip to the hospital was
gone, even though she remembered holding him in the ditch,
remembered the faces of the men who stopped when she stood
out on this road, even remembered the way the tall one spit
before getting back in the truck.
At the top of the ridge, before the road began to tum through
the trees, two park lodges stood blackly against the bright night
sky, the moon's glaze over the woods beneath. A few travel
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trailers were parked in diagonal lines, yellow bulbs hanging in
strings from canvas porches stretching over their picnic benches.
He drove much more slowly than he did normally, and she
knew why. "I got here long after the bike was gone," he told her.
"I think it was maybe one o'clock or something. Nobody heredark as night."
"It was night, stupid," she snapped.
He took his eyes off the road just for a second. "I couldn't
even find the spot of the accident. No lie. Took me 'til the next
day. You can see it in the daylight. There's marks on the tree.
Got tree tar on it now-"
"What do you do, come down here all the time?'' she said.
He hit the breaks lightly so they came to a steady stop.
"All there is today is tar on the tree," he told her. "Want
to look?"
"I was there," she said, "remember?"
He reached for the radio and turned it down.
He was right. In the darkness, you couldn't see a thing.
"I'm surprised he missed the curve," Alan said. "It's not
that sharp."
"He wasn't drunk, if that's what you're trying to say,"
she told him.
"That's right," he said. "I came to get the beer."
It hurt her to leave that spot in the road. Something in her
wanted to be left behind, alone in the darkness. She wouldn't
have told Alan what she'd felt right then, but she recognized it
clearly and thought that some night, alone, she'd come back and
sit at the side of the road exactly where it had happened, just out
of the way of people's light-how good it would be to do that,
in the darkness. When he started back down the hill, she had to
hold back tears.
She looked at her brother and saw Alan down by the river
late that night, after the mess of the accident, her brother snooping around, the sleeping bag still crumpled on the ground, two
beers alongside. To see it that way made her feel sick. "I'm not
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getting out of the car," she said when he kept crawling along
toward the river bottom. "Don't even ask. I'm not getting out."
"Flashlight was still on," he said. "He had to have
Coppertops. I ought to check. I still got it."
Even there in the hospital she had thought about what was
left out there, how it all must have looked set up so carefully on
the bank-like a movie set nobody ought to see, food, fishing
stuff, all of that left so unguarded, so telling. "Why so slow?"
she said.
"Dangerous road," Alan told her.
"Why do you want to hurt me?" she said. "How come
you're always saying things like that-'It's a dangerous road.'
Why are you doing this?"
He turned right once they'd reached the bottom, kept
moving along a road that led back east toward the picnic area. "I
picked that flashlight up and I looked all over the place. Some
kind of two-gun Harry I must have been, 'cause I had my own
flashlight along too, one in either hand."
"What were you looking for?" she said.
He shut off the air-conditioning and opened the window. "I
don't know," he said. "Underwear or something. Your bra.
Maybe a rubber."
"You didn't find one," she said.
"That worried me, too," he told her. He pulled the car off the
gravel at the side of the road. "Actually, I hoped I would."
"You think you got every last thing figured out, don't you?
Everybody's got it all figured out-what happened, but none of
them do-not one, Alan, not even you."
"I know very well what happened," he said quickly.
She grabbed his arm. "He's screwed up for the rest of his
whole life, and you're wondering whether or not I did it with
him? That's the whole purpose, isn't it?-getting me down
here." She let him loose and turned back toward the window and
said it out loud, as if there were others just beyond the rim of
darkness. "I didn't do it, all right?"
"I don't care," he said.
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"What do you mean, 'you don't care'?"
He grabbed her hands. "If you did," he said, "that's one
thing, okay? But he tried to rape you-that son of a bitch tried to
rape you and you wouldn't let him, and when you wouldn't, he
got pissed and got on his bike like a maniac-and now it's all
a mess because you got all the blame and you don't deserve
any of it, Mindy," he said. "That's the story here, isn't it? You
can't lie."
"So what?"
"And now you feel like shit because he's messed up and
you're still in one piece and ifyou'djust have let him do itshit, right here Mind, almost in this very spot-if you'd have
just let him screw you every last thing would be hunky-dory."
He squeezed her hands hard. "He'd still have a full deck and you
wouldn't have to spend half your life reading books over there.
That's it, Mind, isn't it? It's time somebody dares to say it."
"Will you let me wipe my face for shit's sake?" she said,
and when he let her hands drop she opened the glove compartment to look for Kleenex.
He slid back behind the wheel and brought the car back
onto the pavement, then gunned it to the end of the road, where
he parked it up near the posts. He swung the door open, and
the interior light spilled embarrassment all over her. He got
out quickly. "Come on," he said. "Let's go down to the river."
He kept his door open to make the light unlivable. "Let's find
that beer."
"I'm not going," she said. "I didn't even want to come down
here, and now you want me out of the car-I'm not going."
"Okay, don't," he said. "Just go on the way you are, blaming
yourself for everything that happened here when it was all his
fault- he's the dork that got on the bike and went screaming out
of here. He's the one tried to rape you-"
"It wasn't rape," she said.
"Don't give me that shit," he told her.
"It wasn't rape," she said again.
"It was too-"
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"I was there, Alan," she said. "You don't know everything."
"It's your mind playing games. You got it all screwy.
C'mon," he said, "we're going down there. You can't go on like
this, Mind. I won't let you. You're my sister." He grabbed for
her hand, then pulled her out of the car, and she went with him,
fighting but not denying him.
At night, even if there's little moonlight, the longer you
stand in the darkness, the more you see. Outlines of trees against
the night sky form slowly, as if the landscape's features were
appearing on a print agitated in development. Behind them lay
the broad flat plain of the picnic grounds, bordered to the north
by the river, unseen behind the deep frown of a steep bluff. He
took her hand and led her towards the spot where only grass
grows beneath the limbs of a cottonwood draping the bank.
"I'm not going," she said. Her breaths were so uneasy that
she found it hard to speak.
"There ain't no beer anymore," he said. "I found it that
night. I could tell every last thing that happened from what was
left around here-it was like a mystery except it wasn't one. He
dragged you down here and tried to get you drunk and then
when it didn't work, he tried to rape you. I found the cans in the
sand. I know what he was up to-l'm a guy, Mind, I know." He
was almost crying. "You don't have to do what you're doing to
yourself if you did the right thing-that's what I'm trying to say."
She slumped to the ground just to stop him, brought her
knees up high enough in front of her to hide her face, hugged her
legs with her arms.
"I know that's what happened," he said, pointing. "Don't even
try to excuse him, all right? I know guys, Mind," he told her.
She tightened her lips and looked up the river bank and into
the trees where they'd been that night.
"I sat here and I drank your beer myself," he said, "two
cans. I found the place he stuck them, and I drank them right on
your sleeping bag, and I saw the whole damn thing happen right
in front of me, I swear. Shithead Lenny. Scumbag-I hate him. I
don't care." He pointed down the bank as if to show her exactly
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where. "You don't owe him shit, Mind," he said. "You don't.
And I can't stand the way you worship him almost-"
"I don't worship him," she said.
"Well, whatever it is that makes you go over there every
day-"
"I don't worship him," she said again.
"Then how come you go over there all the time-"
"Because it was my fault too," she said finally, hugging her
knees in front of her.
"Your fault for not getting raped?" he yelled.
She remembered the jeans slipping down and his sudden
nakedness, and she remembered so clearly wanting to bawl for
being so stupid about everything, so naive, so innocent-and
then so scared, so incredibly afraid of him that darkness seemed
the only place to hide. She remembered confusion and fear,
something throbbing in her, scared to death of him, or something
in him. She remembered not her own silence. His screaming.
His cussing at her. She remembered the stiff bark in her hands as
she watched him from the darkness, his face distorted by the
flashlight. There was so much of all of that that was her fault,
she thought, because just for a moment she remembered so well
that something in her had wanted to too and she'd told him so
with her body and then denied him with her mind-so much in
her was out of control-fear and what not. "He-did-not-try-torape-me, Alan," she said, slowly. "You can't just blame him."
Alan stood at the back of the river, his back to her.
"It wasn't only his fault-what happened." She raised both
her hands as if all of it were so clear. "Don't blame him alone
because you can't."
"I want him dead," Alan said, away from her, sitting on the
bank. "I could kill him myself-"
"Don't say that-"
"It's true."
"For what?"
"For what he did to you."
She stared into the darkness.
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"Mindy, you did the right thing," he told her. "Here you are
taking on what he did to himself, and all the time you did the
right thing by not letting him-"
"What's the right thing, Alan? You tell me that, will you?
What on earth is the right thing? I wish I knew. My goodness,
he's in the hospital." Lenny's eyes squinted uncontrollably
sometimes. He'd get angry at his weakness. What had she
suffered, after all? What was her fault, exactly? "He didn't do it,
and it wasn't rape, all right? You got it wrong," she told him.
"You think you know everything, but you don't, Alan," she said.
"It's not just his fault and you can't just hate him."
She looked up. He turned away from her and toward the
river's edge, his head down, fifty feet away, but still close
enough for her to see in the lurching movements through his
back that he was crying, and immediately she knew why because, after all, Alan is her brother, her twin, and she knew he
wanted so badly for all of what had happened here-happened
to her, to be simple-just a matter of Lenny Bolstad being a son
of a bitch. He wanted it clean, someone to blame, someone to
dump it all on, and he wanted it that way for her sake-because
he wanted her back, in a way, wanted her free. He wanted
someone to hang, and in his mind Lenny Bolstad was worse than
criminal. He wanted it black-and-white, open-and-shut, a done
thing-and it wasn't.
In the throes of her brother's crying that night, and in a
matter of seconds, she saw all of that, even in the darkness at
River Bend. She understood why he cried-and why he
wouldn't let her see him. She's only seventeen years old, but
maybe even because of what she'd already been through she
understood the emptiness from which those tears fell, because
what he'd built-the absolute certainty of it-she'd destroyed
by refusing him. He thought he'd save her, right here where
she'd been lost-that's what he'd thought, that's why they were
there. But he couldn't. She wouldn't let him because what was
in his mind as the gospel truth of what had happened wasn't
what really did. It wasn't for her he was crying, not for all the
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time she'd spent with Lenny, not in the least-and it wasn't for
Lenny either. It would never be for Lenny. It was much bigger
than that. Her brother was crying because he couldn't believe in
what he'd created in his mind to make all the shit make sense.
What she'd done, she knew suddenly, was wrecked something
in him, his faith, really, his sense of the way things were supposed to be-that's what she recognized right there on the bank,
not a hundred yards from the place Lenny had set up camp to
catch catfish and whatever else-"make love" maybe, or maybe
get himself laid, or maybe even fuck her. How would he have
said it, she thought for the first time. How would he have talked
about it at work? What words would he have used with all his
buddies? She didn't even know, she thought, because she didn't
even know him that well. She didn't love him. That's what she
remembered too.
She watched her brother for a long time, then walked over to
where he'd slumped in the grass. He refused to look up at her, so
she bent down and took his elbows in her hands and pulled him
gently to his feet, pulled him up to her so that he came into her
arms and she could hold him in the way she had before, sheltered from their father's rages. She held him against her, pulled
his face onto her shoulder, her fingers wound loosely in his hair.
With him in her arms, she opened her eyes to the width of
the river behind him, the flow so silent she'd not heard it until just
then, that moment, when she'd listened. In the moonlight, the
banks on the other side stood up like tiny bluffs, South Dakota.
"You ever go in the river, Alan?" she said.
"What do you mean?'' he said.
"It's an easy question. Did you ever go in the river?"
"You mean like pee?"
"No-go as in wade? Am I speaking French?"
He pulled himself away, rolled his eyes, embarrassed. "No, I
never walked in the river. It's mucky, isn't it?"
"You should have been a Girl Scout," she said.
"I didn't qualify."
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"We used to camp down here, in Girl Scouts." She grabbed
his hand and took him to the river's edge. "You guys went to the
Badlands-Girl Scouts only got River Bend. But there's this
sand bank-right there, Alan, I swear it," she pointed, "right
there in the river. We used to play tag out there in the mud-the
tomboys. The little prisses used to sit up in the tents and do their
hair. But we used to play tag-that's how big it is, this sandbar."
"Big deal."
She took hold of his hand. "I'm taking you out there 'cause
you missed something not being a Girl Scout," she said, then sat
down beside him and took off his shoes, then hers.
"I don't want to walk in the river. It's full of crabs."
"It is," she said. "Trust me. There's this huge sand bank out
there." She reached for his feet like she used to when they were
kids, pulled them right from under him, and he went down in a pile.
"I don't want to go in the river," he said, smiling. "It stinks."
"We're going to walk to South Dakota," she said. "C'monboth of us."
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Susan Mcinnis

A Conversation with Toi Derricotte
Toi Derricotte is an Associate Professor of English at the
University of Pittsburgh and has published three books of
poetry: Captivity, from University of Pittsburgh Press, is now in
its third printing. Natural Birth, from Crossing Press, was
published in 1983, and The Empress of the Death House, from
Lotus Press, in 1978. A new book of poems, Dark Fortunes, is
forthcoming. This interview was recorded Apri/28, 1995, on
Conversations for KUAC-FM/IV, at the University of Alaska
Fairbanks. The interviewer and producer for Conversations is
Susan Mcinnis, a producer for KUAC-FM and graduate student
in Creative Writing at UAF.
S: In another interview you quoted Henri Matisse as saying,
"The job of the artist is to tum himself inside out before he
dies. " Can you elaborate? I think we probably know what that
means on the surface-but what does it mean to you when you sit
down to write?
T: Well, I think it means opening yourself to discovering what it
means to be human, and constantly finding new material, new
theories; things about yourself that at first you may not want to
look at, not want to explore. I think if you believe what's underneath ties us all together as human beings, then really no matter
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what you find, it's a way of validating human experience. So you
keep turning things up, finding a way to take what is buried and
turn it into art.
S: Some part of the skeleton that is you, is in me as well? That's
what you-

T: I wonder if I think of it as skeleton- I guess for me it becomes skeleton when you find a form for it. As it becomes a real
work of art it takes on that kind of reality for me. But there's so
much between consciousness and unconsciousness that is of
great interest to me: What is almost forgotten. What is intentionally forgotten- like certain times our parents, our grandparents,
won't talk about certain things. Trying to find a way to bring
those things to the surface is interesting to me.
S: Is there something deeper and wider about the things that the
consciousness doesn't want to bring up than about the things
that float easily in consciousness?

T: Deeper and wider, meaning more- ?
S: Is there something that pulls you towards the thing that won't
be remembered, rather than the thing that will be remembered?
Or pulls you through the thing that will be remembered to that
other part?

T: I was thinking about what attracts an artist to-not even to the
material-but to that certain kind of energy that stays consistent.
Over and above the content of the work, or even the themes of
the work, there's a kind of a passion that artists have that is
recognizably the mind inside the poem, or an energy inside a
poem, inside the work of art. I think that's really what we like
about artists or dislike about artists.
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One of the things I do-l don't know whether people can relate
to this or not, and really, it's not my business to worry about itbut one of the things I do, is try to go across boundaries. I'm
driven to go across boundaries-boundaries you're not supposed
to go across. I can remember when I was very young, there were
neighborhood boundaries, lines around neighborhoods, and your
parents would tell you, "Don't cross Ryan Road. You'll get hit by
a car." There were these practical reasons for you not to go
across Ryan Road. But really it was something else. There was a
reason you weren't supposed to go across Ryan Road that was
not just about the cars. There was something on the other side of
Ryan Road that you weren't supposed to go to.
S: It had something to do with those people and our peopleT: Yes--exactly.
S: And what we want you to be.
T: Exactly. Needless to say, as soon as I could, I was going
across Ryan Road, and that just happened in lots of ways in my
life. And it keeps happening.
S: Does this bring us to the poems in Captivity?
T: Well, it's interesting, the word captivity isn't it? I do feel
myself looking at this tension between being held and a drive to
escape and go someplace else. I was thinking not only of the
word to be captive or captured, but also to be captivated by
something. To be held. Enthralled.
This book was a new exploration for me, because it was the first
time I wrote about issues of race, class, and color. The other two
books really don't deal heavily with those subjects. And I think
the reason why is that artistically there's a danger in beginning to
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write about certain subjects. Our literature in the past has been
presented as aesthetically bound, as if there is one kind of
aesthetic that should bind our literature together: as if there's a
kind of universal language and universal experience. I think in
my first two books I was wisely wary about going over into a
kind of material which again might put me in a captive position-held in a space and recognized in a certain way that would
not let me escape it. That does happen when people begin to
write about certain topics and certain subjects. Certainly often
women's issues, often issues about race or class. So on the one
hand I feel very driven to explore these issues. On the other hand
I am somewhat circumspect about getting in those categories.
S: Amy Tan says she is reviewed in a cluster, almost inevitably,
of Asian writersT: Mm-hmrn.
S: What she says is, it cuts her readers offfrom acknowledging
this huge experience she thinks she brings.
T: Well, take Matisse's statement: The job of the artist is to tum
himself-or herself- inside out. Yes-absolutely. But in some
way that puts a big burden on the writer of color in terms of
being comprehensible. Because frequently, as soon as you begin
to talk about these subjects, your reader gets a kind of-a fear, a
dis-ease-a feeling almost, maybe, that you are purposefully
excluding them.
S: You as an artist.
T: You as an artist. And, of course, this is not true. You're using
the material you have to get to the deeper things. In a way, for all
artists, all experience is metaphor. You're using what you have
to uncover the deep human experiences of life, death, birth,
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loneliness, love-whatever. And that's your material. But, it's
true that the whole question about the universal has put us-as
readers and writers-in positions that hold some tension. And
that does have to be worked out. It will have to be worked out, of
course, in our country, as we change. As literature begins to hold
more voices, we will have to change.

S: And, do you think that this- I'm wondering how you think
this change will happen. Do you think that like water dripping on
the rock, the rock will eventually change its shape? As writers
bring the African-American experience into the universal, or
women's experience into the universal? That slowly the aesthetic
will open up?
T: I think remarkable miracles are going to happen. For example,
we heard a lot in the last generation about the anger between
Black women and Black men. This was a big thing in the sixties
and seventies. Black women were very angry, and Black men
were demanding that Black women put down their own feminist
concerns and get behind the men. It was understandable: There
was a fear-that turned out to be right-that White women
would get powers that Black people were still excluded from.
And this has happened.
We would love to think that White women and Black women
have had the same concerns and have fought together and have
been sisters together. Unfortunately, a lot of the time Black
women have been excluded from the concerns of White women.
And, I think Blacks were saying, "You're abandoning us, you're
abandoning our issues." Black women were caught in a bind,
because they wanted and needed to be empowered, but they were
also responsible for holding together the race-as women always
are; responsible for holding together civilization, for cooking the
food, for doing the rituals, to bring together the social life. And
so there was this great conflict.
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But I've seen something amazing happen in this generation.
These young writers, these young Black writers-men-are so
compassionate. Compassion is always the way things truly go
into revolution. These young Black men are writing about their
mothers, their sisters, with such love and tenderness, understanding the conflicts, rather than saying, "Choose me or them," this
kind of impossible dilemma. They're looking at these women.
They're seeing their burdens. And in their writing you see a new
way of bringing things together.
That's what has to happen-rather than this anxiety, this anger,
this sense of exclusion, that sometimes readers will express.
They feel excluded. They don't understand. Eventually, there's
got to be a way they can take this in-become large enough to
take in what was before something that made them feel angry,
and to see it in a larger sense. This is what has to happen. I think
it can happen. I don't know exactly when, or what the complicated process is.
S: It's not always true, but one of the things you're talking about
is how the separated self, the person who is excluded from the
group sees more about the group and is able to beT: Absolutely.
S: It doesn't always happen.
T: Well, I think it has to. The fact is that when you don't have
power, when you have to get along with people-when you're
dependent-! mean this is what double consciousness is all
about-that when you have to get along with people, you begin
to think like them, and you begin to move into their minds.
That is why, for example, when a person says, "I never see color,
I don' t think about race," then you say, "Well, isn't that fortu-
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nate? Aren't you lucky? You know, a lot of people have to think
about it from the time they're two years old. They think about it
all their lives, and there's a great burden to have to think about it
all the time."
Even now for me, talking about it here, it's a subject that I'm not
anxious to talk about. Again, because I don't want to get typecast. Because once you get over there it's hard to get out. But at
the same time it's a boundary that I feel the need to go over. I
feel the need to understand something about human experience
that I wouldn't understand unless I began to talk about this. But
also, you see, my color and the way I look brings about another
kind of interesting phenomena.

S: You've talked about light skin being as much of a block as a
door opening, that you-that in some ways it holds you back
from some parts of culture as it lets you into others.
T: Well, everybody, everybody- it turns out that in a racist
society, in a society where there are organized kinds of ways in
which people are excluded- just look at the way some recent
statistics have talked about banks loans going: You know, you
can have the same amount of money, the same education, and be
in the same neighborhood, and if you're Black, your likelihood
of getting a loan is different.
There are all kinds of ways this is codifiable, but I think internally we're all wounded by racism. For some of us, the wounds
are anesthetized. And I think that we like anesthetization.
Everybody likes it.

S: "Don't wake me up. "
T: Yes. I mean who wants to not have privilege? Nobody. So,
that's part of the tension, whether you want to feel it or not.
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'internalized homophobia,' 'internalized misogyny,' '... antiSemitism'
T: Do we all throw these terms around? What great terms to
throw around!

S: It seemed to me when I was thinking about internalized racism
and the others, that they all play a role in the world. Not just in
the culture, but in this world.
T: Absolutely, in the world. And as I said-going back to
Matisse-these are metaphors, too. Unfortunately, the very
structures that hold us together as a society and create devastating kinds of realities are also about very human internal mechanisms, maybe even normal kinds of mechanisms, that are very
painful to look at. I don't understand it all myself, but that's what
I'm trying to find. I'm trying to find some of the things inside
that aren't so easy to name 'racism' or this or that. Why do
things get put into categories? What are we so afraid of? What
are we not able to accept in ourselves and end up projecting onto
other people? You know: "These are the bad people." "That's
across Ryan Road." "That's not us."

S: Tell me what you think happens when we say, "I don't feel the
effects of misogyny or of racism. I didn't mind what that man
did. " What happens when we swallow it?
T: One of the things I've found is that there are no simple
answers. People do things at certain times in their personal lives,
in their family lives, in history, in evolution. People do things for
complex reasons, and we can't judge things in yes/no, black/
white terms. That's what it means to really speak with another
human being and to get below the surface of experience.
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We learn these rules and we learn these stories about ourselves:
What we're supposed to do. What we're not supposed to do.
What we're not supposed to talk about. What we can talk about.
What we can say. In some way we are then held captive in these
really not alive ways of being. For example, if my parents, my
mother and father, did not want to talk about what happened to
them in the South- well, I could say, they're in denial. I could
say they didn't educate me. But you have to understand the great
drive for acculturationPeople have said a lot about how people who are light-skinned
Black people have privileges. I think it's true. Do you know the
Andrew Hacker story? He wrote Two Nations: Black and White,
Separate, Hostile, Unequal. A wonderful book. He did an
experiment in the colleges where he said to young college
students, "All right, everything about you stays the same, but
we're going to make your skin black. What do we have to give
you-in terms of money-to make this worth your while?"
Their answer was a million dollars a year for the rest of our lives.
S: To make it worth it to have darker skin?
T: Exactly. For White students.
S: It's very telling.
T: It's very telling, because we do see skin, and we do know
what, in our society, it means to be dark. We would rather not.
And there's an ideal- it's almost like you think, "Well, if I say
I don't see it, then I'm okay." But, you know we all know what
it means in our society. So, in a complex world like that, there
are all kinds of ways people have to deal. Sometimes they don't
talk about it. Sometimes they bury it. Sometimes they pretend
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they're not bothered. They're strong. They're tough. And I think
we have to appreciate the complexity.

S: It's interesting. I thought you'd talk to me about consequences, but you're talking to me about how reality is just-why
do I think of the word 'thickened?'- made broader, deeper?
T: And I love it, I love it. There's a woman I'm working with
now-and I don't want to divulge her identity because I don't
think that's right-but she is working on a story.
She started out by seeing me as a Black woman who intimidated
her-but, when we began to talk about it, she remembered a girl
from her childhood, a girl she also felt intimidated by. And then,
when we began to talk about that, she began to remember when
she came to school-her parents because of their own values
had, had sort of instilled in her a part that felt weak, and-so
when she came, she was in a way looking for that match to her
personality, and was intimidated.
And because in our society, you see, the Black person is a bad
one, sometimes we find what we're looking for in that place, we
go looking in that place in a way, unconsciously. And her- she
began to write. And opened up, opened up to very wonderful and
complex understandings about a teacher, a White teacher, who
was the first person who validated her, and told her, "You're
smart. You're great." And this White teacher also told her "That
Black girl, she shouldn't go on to high school. She will never be
a secretary. She'll never make it."
Who did her allegiance have to be to? That White teacher was
the first woman who validated her.
So here she is, aware of this moment in time when she sees that
the woman who she admires so much is not without some pretty
serious problems. And she has to kind of bury that.
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That's the kind of subtle stuff that I think really makes us see
this as a livingS: -1 almost see a football player, racing down the field,
dodging implications.

T: Yes-it's alive. It's alive. These are the ways I think we begin
to accept that it's not the bad guys against the good, the bad
person against the good person. It's understanding the complex
web that we're all implicated in, each a part of. To begin to see,
"Oh it's this big thing. And this is the way it's touching us." To
see ourselves in that, being honest with each other. We have to
realize, again, that people with privilege have been allowed to
become anesthetized, and there are a lot of things that
anesthetization has cut off from them, a certain understanding
that it'll take a long time for them to- to be aware of.
S: This is a funny question, but, how did it occur to you how rich
this vein was? You write about issues that relate to women,
issues that relate to race, issues that relate to gender as well as
to race, issues that relate to pain and shame and anger. It is not
a vein you will abandon for some other interest.

T: I think it's a perception about the harm done when some parts
of our emotional life die. I wrote a poem in my first book about
"Unburying the Bird." It was about going down and finding that
the bird that had been buried was alive. That if you feed it, it will
fly away. Years after I wrote that poem, I remembered being
three years old, and actually burying a birdS: A little girl with a shoe box in the backyard?

T: Absolutely. And, you know-in some part of my brain-that
bird stayed there until I wrote the poem twenty years later.
Waiting for me to transform what was hidden-what was
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buried-and to give it a new life. And I hadn't realized that
when I wrote the poem.
I remember, too, when I was fourteen-! was writing since I was
about ten- And my cousin Melvin was in medical school then,
and, you know, I admired him. He was taking a course in embryology in Chicago. He took me to the Museum of Natural History
where they have the fetuses-the embryos-all the way from
conception to birth. And, you now, I was like fourteen years old.
Nobody had ever talked to me about these things. So I was really
impressed. I just knew that Melvin would be the one to show my
poems to-because I wasn't showing anybody at that time. And
so I said to myself, he's going to appreciate what's hidden and
buried and mysterious.
S: Because he has all these true things in front of him, right?
T: Yes. He had shown me these things. And, so I showed him
my poems and he said, "These are really sick! These are really
horrid!"
And the point was: I was not writing about the things that made
you happy to hear about.
One of the burdens that kids have is that they're supposed to be
happy. If they're happy, their parents think-or their friends or
their relatives think- that they've done a good job and they're
being good parents. It's a heck of a burden for kids. That's why I
love to teach poetry to them. Fourth graders. Fifth graders.
There's so much of this powerful questioning about life and
observation that can come out in creative work. So often it can't
come out in our relations with the people we love the most. They
don't want us to be disturbed. They don't want us to be unhappy.
But that's just a part of experience.
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S: It's an interesting thought that people don't want children-or
the people they love-to be unhappy because it's a reflection on
themselves.
T: Exactly. Exactly. And parents worry, you know, if their
children are talking about dead birds.
But, so, in that situation with Melvin, either I could stop writing
or I could write about what Melvin wanted-! mean, I would
kind of know what he would want me to write about-or I could
go hide some more.

S: You went and hid somewhere?
T: I went and hid somewhere.

S: You write autobiography, in many ways. l mean, not strictly,
but in many ways. Does that give you a place to stand on the
planet?
T: Yes, it does. That's a good way of putting it.
Some people are defined by society in ways that disempower
them-in ways that take away their uniqueness. They're placed
in some category of "other," and stereotyped. Blacks in our
society are "ignorant," even "beast-like." Not alive. It's passed
down from slavery. If the "other" is an animal, you can own
them and not feel guilty-and do terrible things to them-if
they're not alive. You deaden them.
Okay, so here you are, this person, a part of you understanding in
your consciousness that in this society you are 'dead meat.' You
don't exist. You are invisible. You are not recognized. You
could be an athlete, you know, or a dancer.

S: A model.
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T: A model. Yes. You are a body. You're flesh. You're meat.
You're a slave.
Okay. Now you carve out a mind and a soul that makes you
unique. That gives you uniqueness, individuality, beauty and
even sacredness--even sacredness, you see. You have to invent
this. You have to invent your own life. And you have to sort of
take the mirrors that have been put there-that your society is
reflecting back to you-you are a nanny, the image of a Black
woman who takes care of White peopleWhatever these mirrors are-the mirrors we get stuck in-and
which a part of us believes in our own minds, because of course,
we do--we do internalize. And then you have to find other
mirrors, invent other mirrors in which you can see your selves as
sacred and powerful.
S: Very nice-to talk about it as the mirror. We do see ourselves
as others describe us to be.

T: Right. Yes.
S: I want to ask you a question about the canon, and not just the
'great canon of literature, ' but the written word that we see all
around us. How is it for a writer, seeing herself as a writer, in a
culture that doesn't have a long tradition of recognizing and
celebrating artists of color? Do you see things changing with the
diversification of the canon, the willingness of-

T: Toni Morrison talks about-lots of things she's talked about
lately are so wonderful-about how American literature isn't
complete until all the stories are there. She also talks about the
need for the canon, the White writers as they exist right nowfor some strange reason we have pretended they weren't touched
by the racial climate of our American society. I mean it's
crazy-for us to begin to look at the literature that we've read in
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the past and that we know very well. To understand why Moby
Dick, why the great white whale? Why was Melville so interested in holding this up as a symbol? Why was it written at the
time it was written? Did it have anything to do with slavery in our
society? You see, these are the things that we haven't talked about.
There is a great deal of texture that's already in our literature that
we haven't talked about.
Once we begin to acknowledge the way we've been touched by
this great force, and stop pretending we didn't know this, I think
we can make some very interesting networks that will begin to
pull our literature together. But I think one of the things that's so
important is to empower people who don't know how to begin to
speak about their experience because they're ashamed of it.

S: You talked about a little girl-a girl in high school. Your
assignment was-again, I think you were participating as a poetin-the-schools-and your assignment was for the students to
write about what they saw outside their windows.
T:Mm-hmm.

S: And she wouldn't do it, because she didn't want to write about
pimps and prostitutes.
T: That's right.

S: Pee-stained mattresses
T: Right, because-because it means that something's wrong
with you.

S: Right-if I have to look out on that, then-
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T: That's another thing we have to think about. How do people
defend themselves psychically against self-annihilation-of
worth, self-worth, ego. When you see kids walking around in
hundred-dollar sneakers, you say they could be using that money
for something else. I know that. Everybody has different values,
but there are all kinds of reasons people do things just to survive
-with ego intact. How powerful a drive this is when forces
are-are very destructive against the sense of self.
But, writing is so powerful, you see. People who have beenmarginalized is a very common word-they feel their experience
is not valuable.
Okay, I look out of my window and I don't see-what?
S: A tree growing in Brooklyn?

T: A tree growing in Brooklyn. I see pimps and prostitutes. That
means I don't live in a good place. That means my house is not
good. That means I'm not good. That means my parents aren't
good. Oh, well I'm not going to talk about that.
S: I have nothing to write about.

T: Well, no, it's worse than that. I'm ashamed. I'm the person
who goes to school in my hundred dollar sneakers and I am
always clean. So why am I going to write about looking out of
my window and seeing a pee-stained mattress? People don't
know me that way, they know me as someone who's always
dressed well. How do they know where I live? They don't. So,
I'm not going to begin to tell them that.
S: And as a teacher, you say to that student . .. ?

T: I would never presume to know the way for anybody. But, I
would say, when that person does tell me that, I would say, "You
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know, I'm really moved by what you've done." Because, very
interestingly, you see- and the kids have to catch on to thiswhat they've hidden is their power. That's their power. The
hidden has a kind of energy inside it, just like that little bird that
I hid, buried. Somewhere-it sticks back somewhere, and a part
of you knows that it has to come forth in a different way.
S: This has come full circle. Matisse again.

T: Yes. And this is the creative act, the human creative act.
When the child begins to see that-Qkay, it looks ugly first-the
first time you look at it. But you have other eyes. There are other
mirrors. To be empowered to speak and to move another human
being, is transformation. It's a great power for young people.
And boy, have I seen it change people's lives-young people.
S: Emerging out through their own words, as if listening to
themselves allows them to grow into more of themselves?

T: As if, as if suddenly being aware of- I think- I don't
know. I can't answer that.
I'm thinking of a little fourth grader, Maritza Hoyas, who came
over to this country. She learned how to speak English by
watching TV. Her parents didn't know. She's from Columbia.
When she was nine years old she wrote this poem.
Blind Hands
Like two blind birds that don't know you,
My hands come up upon the earth.
Into the dark they will find you.
Grow to the stars, shine t.Qrough the moon.
Go far blind hands,
I'll wait for you.
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I think you discover your language. You discover the invisible
thing that is really your power.
The sneakers are okay. But to have a language that is so beautiful. In some way we know when that language comes. We begin
to understand the beauty of it, and the power. You can't take that
away from somebody. That's why you could put her someplace
totally alone, and she could still have access to it. That's pretty
strong. Pretty strong. It feels good.
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Anne Caston

Lessons

for Matthew

I sit outside in the shade with my son,
a brown-eyed boy who clutches a baseball mitt
and perches at the edge of the front porch steps.
His hair is combed wetly, slicked out of his face;
from time to time, he spits into his hands
and smooths the cowlicks back again,
the way his father likes it.
For a while we comfort ourselves
with the old lies: Maybe the traffic got bad. Maybe
we got the wrong time. The wrong day. I'm sure
he 'll be here soon.
But the boy is learning
I love you, son in ways
only his father can teach it.
As the sun drops, the criss-crossed
wires of telephone and utility lines
stand out darkly against the blazing sky
and I think again of my brother who used to sit
next to me on the porch like this, silent and stunned
after my father had taught him I do this because I love you,
the welts on my brother's legs rising stark and harsh as these wires.
The sun is out now,
lightning bugs lifting on the lawn,
and the boy sags against me, making two fists
and rubbing them against his eyes while I hum and
pretend, for his sake, not to notice.
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When the phone jangles inside, I run for it.
Over his father's muffled I'm sorry, I forgot, I can hear
the boy out there in the dark, sobbing into his fists.
When I step onto the porch again he is turned
away from me, quiet and rigid,
his small back straight and taut as a bowstring,
his love a small arrow aimed at my heart.
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The Dream
The day of my son's setting-out.
I fill his shoe with rice for good fortune.
I pour peas into his pockets for the journey
and press two potatoes into his hands.
Or maybe there is no rice
so I fill his shoe with tears and pour sand into his pockets.
And maybe it is the two stones he's fisted his hands around
that keep him from waving as he leaves.
When he is gone, I lie down.
I sleep for centuries and when I wake again
my bed is a garden, sweet peas and potatoes
crowding each other among the sheets.
And on my pillow,
a brown shoe filled with rain
from which rice shoots are rising
good and green as a boy's eyes.
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1995 Permafrost Chapbook Contest
Honorable Mention, Sailing to My Lai
Chris Gompert
Split Watch
This face, that name: remains of my platoon.
Red dust, rotor drone, little left to touch:
a photo of Ski and me, peach-fuzz toughs
coming off night watch, our eyes fixed, dull stones;
or these letters my family saved, in my own
sweaty scrawl, where I never say enough
to rouse their fear, but gripe about the rough
conditions, always wanting things from home.
Cut from my leg, this jagged shred of metal,
bent by torque and bone, nails me to that place
where I watch a round screaming through the temple
of someone I think I knew. I retrace
its trajectory. The next round barrels
into me. I lost his name, kept his face.
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Opening Gates*
After years I arrive outside the yard,
look in, feel the bat crack against the ball.
I watch it tower up-then it falls
to slap into my brother's glove. Fresh cut
grass is stubble beneath our stained, bare feet.
I push through the gate and hear it squeak.
Peas dumped out the window off our dinner plates
have sprouted vines that send out shoots:
tentacles that snake around my feet.
The sundial pirouettes on its pedestal.
Light rushes out of the solar past
and settles on the lawn like ash.
The lawnmower pushes itself around
the yard spraying a confetti wake
of baseball cards, fishing line, diplomas,
jock straps, dirty magazines and Trojans.
The hardwood paddle that used to crack
across my ass lies there intact.
Beside it is an M-16. Its stock
is shattered. It may have jammed again.
The clip is filled with broken crayons.
My childhood throws rocks at me.
I creep back out the gate and slam it
wearing my fifty years like a flack jacket.
*previously published in Poet & Critic
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Under the Bed
Down on your knees on the dusty carpet
you search for that lost last moment
when you listened spellbound to the sound
of your breathing. You grope through the clutter
of unmated socks, half-read books,
craving the rapturous moment.
Remember how it lifted you above
the tundra of your days, then eased you
back down whispering promises?
Now you kneel to lick the boots of a nun
who blesses you with tight-lipped judgement
as she wields a whip in one hand.
You escape to the arms of your lover.
She straddles you-naked in her earrings
that gyrate like plumb bobs in an earthquake.
You reach and she's gone. Now it's the whip
that writhes serpentine beside you in bed.
The hand that held the whip
has been thrown to the floor.
One finger points to the bed.
The whip throws you a wink,
the impromptu invitation
you've been dying to accept.
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Sailing to My Lai*
That was no country for old men. The young
went in their place: those with no idea
who they were, who went mouthing words to songs
learned by rote-lyrics taught by their fathers.
We cross the dateline. The globe, in its skin
of water turns beneath the troop ship's bow.
I watch the spreading wake of where I've been
narrow to the arrowpoint of now.
I watch the water as it changes hues
from turgid greys off California's coast
to the aquas of the tropics-lucid blues
of layered light with no bottom. We've lost
the ground we stood on, ready to be led,
crossing the Pacific-to its other side.

*previously published in Tar River Poetry
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Winner of the 1995 Permafrost Chapbook Contest

The White Light of Trees

poems by

Gayle Elen Harvey

For my niece, Sandra Louise
with unconditional love-

Grateful acknowledgements are made to the following publications: ColorWheel, Pegasus, Poetpourri, Sojourner, Snail's Pace
Review, TickJeAce, and Yellow Silk. For support in the dark
times through the years, special thanks to D. Roger Martin,
Kendall LeCompte, Jennie Skerl, David Roberts, and Charles
Simic. To Julie Scheinmen at Womanchild Press and Richard
Costa at Quartet, thank you for being among the first to believe
in me. "Dark Pond" was 1995 co-winner of the Emily Dickinson
Award sponsored by the Poetry Society of America.
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Everything in the world

is suggestion,
so there's no hurry- With night irrelevant,
props carefully arranged, a sweetness enters
and they begin lifting out of themselvesMerely to know longing, its broken appointments,
their bodies' speech inarticulate
as the laurel tree's purple flowers, blur of birds
erupting from a woolen hedgerowAll that is left to remember like a canal running
to grass, line
of lost saplings, immense, beautiful clutter
of the ordinary-
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Fishing Lock 18, Late Summer
It's the kind of day when even the most attentive
fall silent. Summer's waist-high, shrunk
to a few rooms blanketed with golden-rod
and drug-sweet hay fields.
What lethargy among the tender stands of asters.
Bass bite absentmindedly and so you promise me a boat
to write this poem for while you continue fishing late
and long, the dark canal.
Why must it end this way with storm clouds rumbling
closer, licking blood from the wind's cut fingers?
Rain collects along the fences.
Its descending notes have stopped the mourning dove's
abbreviated lied. Fish browse elsewhere.
Water warbles, suddenly awake, as out of the mallow dark
a boat drifts toward us, white
as a dybbuk moon, your naked shoulder.
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Soon it will snow but the stars,
· this moment, are small bundles strapped
to the immigrant's back. Castanets of the deaf,
they are soundless, thin as the yellowing skins
of onions. One star. Then sixty. A thousand,
until there are ten thousand damselflies
washing over the sleek, Biblical shore
in perfect disorder.
Theirs is the light of salted cabbages. Their solitude,
the solitude of old men whose children forget them.
Soon it will snow and the spaces between each slow-burning
star become those spaces in our lives which aren't exits
but entrances.
Neither impatient nor lonely, each star in its own time,
receding, as when, after fishing all night,
my lover released his limit of caught bass, easing
the amber-finned bodies into the pond's ebbing dark,
where they melted like snowflakes, that sadness
of a summer not quite over.
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Shortly Before Your Death You Find A Robin's Egg
Inside that smallest curve of blue impermanence
the moon is shivering. Weeds grow shamelessly
but branches are empty of nests.
Winter has not taken over. Immune to sleep,
it is tangible as footsteps,
has not yet made up its mind to be winter.
Snow begins falling tonight with undivided
tenderness but whole cities may disappear.
Rivers are locked solid.
Stepping into the dark, you are farther away
than love, its voice filling
with exits. The phone never rings. Listen.
This isn't intentional. No one is blaming it
on you.
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Mistaken Identity
Someone you love dies suddenly as blood
loses its way to the pulse,
as a train driven by its own weight, hisses
toward the unbearableDeath was wrong.
It was someone else he hunted
but someone you love dies,
leaving you grief like a rowboat
taking on water, hundreds of tiny cuts
in your throatGrief with the lid off,
bottom falling outits nap and shift destroying in you forever
all that is green.
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"Study for a Landscape"
after de Kooning ( 1967)
Relentless, somewhere else, even this rain's
unrehearsed and suddenly expendable.
Another sweetness whose end is approaching
unnoticedOne more September when nothing's like
anything. After eight years, even your death
should have settled into ruin, that larger
darkness in which all comfort is gone,
its comforting. Grief's tedium familiar
as autumn's colors of emptiness,
forgetting, the footprints
you don't leave, more real than what's
missingSoon whole months will be throttled by
winter. My love, I still live in dread
of the day you come back disguised
as yourself,
unrecognizable-
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"Crow in Sumac Plumes"

(Richard Kathmann-1993)

Erupting
from silence, the space
of white hours succeeding themselves, open,
eluding winter's tight noose.
Before the worst weather, a crow begins burning
with all the colors
of night.
Fondness, farewell, as if the sun's threading
its light in a precise instant,
not to banish the sumacs'
red frescos.
Night is turning on wings noiseless as
chance or perspective or spring
biding its time.
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After "Sunflowers"
"His deepest concentration on still-life
covers the period from 1880-82, after his wife died. .. "
Monet-25 Masterworks

Night after night, the moon falls
hard, breaking in a stand of poplars.
Earth's shuttered that I should not see the endless folds
of night embracing her.
These rooms grow resolute, immersed
in grief. So is the household darker since she died.
My halved heart bleeds
as I tend each various and lonely need without her
while the world sleeps, cloistered,
its own misery held for a little while
at bay.
Massed, inflammable, these sunflowers warm my fingers.
I paint each petal of the rough, round heads
seductive as the heads of women, as the stars so far
beyond us. Sorrow carries its own small lamp,
its own nocturnal blossoming.
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Burning for weeks, a fox,
red as nandin berries, melts into your shadow.
The snow has stopped. Grief seizes me,
as stone by stone, the garden gathers cold.
Someone in black is collecting these lines,
their terrible emptiness. There is wood
in that sound, trees thicker than centuries
of endings, beginnings,
Smoke lifts from a farmhouse chimney.
Since your death, nothing is like it was.
The fox is sniffing the ruins of a pump-shed,
blossoms of rust. While I sleep, the wind cuts holes
in the sky with a red shout.
By morning, the pond's clear ice tightens,
complains, as if knowing these limitations,
how long it will take.
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Before Your Memorial Service
(for Laura Detweiler-)
Thick-tongued, enormously fatigued, the moon arrives
first in her borrowed cape of light.
How impatient she is, rearranging poinsettias,
the Meeting House chairs,
still holding death like a scald
at arm's length-Birds are travelling from one side of winter
to the other, flying so low, so near,
your daughters can hear their unorganized wingbeats,
celestial, fiber and air, there
and gone-Knowing no other place but now,
a single, white heron's at rest,
like the moon, stripped now to grieving
and feathers-Rivers continue like women entering that distance
without harbors, without beacons.
Only your poems remain in the room, stars circling
through a deeper, sweet dusk, this brightening
silence-
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Enduring Toward Spring

Farther than love,
stars lip a few, blue notes
in that distance below zero.
Snow comes luminous
as suspicion. Left orphaned, we are sitting out
winter, in fear of its endlessness,
its white-thighed beginnings.
Even the moon's in deep storage, waiting
for spring, that hour when blossoms erupt.
A scribble of violets nearly enough
like a flame held between hand
and hand when even the grief of things
is growing undiminished, bountiful.
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Even The Rain Smells Of Apples
When you first lift your shirt,
all the raw graces of need begin rising, liquid,
impossible, clear as the new moon.
But you bum with your own light, holding back
nothing, both of us stranded in hollows
of the scented. Rosemary.
Tarragon. Thyme stains October.
Stars lay down their bright cleavers,
their own bodies burning like your fingers
after "Yardbird" or Miles.
Dizzy, we abandon the powerful, holding back
nothing. We linger in herb beds.
Licks of desire, the palace in flames,
we forget who we are.
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Among All Instruments
In some other life, perhaps, you were an oboe, cor anglaise,
transposing instrument, and I, Sumarian lyre, plucked
bare-fingered, just as now, tonight,
clasped taut against your belly, your hands are
transposing me, my breasts, my guarded thighs strummed
lentamente, to arpeggios of wanting. Dolce...
Dolcemente, you bring both of us to perfect pitch.
Among all instruments you were, perhaps, a contra bass,
flesh polished rose-wood in this votive light,
your potent, thrumming curves a skyline, harbored
like Marseilles or Istanbul at nightfall, mosqued
and sonorous with its muezzin.
In this life I have come to you, impaired, debauched
with sorrow, but you keep time, play rubato, lingering,
tenendo, giving, taking until I become wind instrument,
recorder, swart interior receiving you, your carillon
of grace notes filling me until, felice,
svegliando, I can't make a sound.
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Somewhat In The Manner Of Degas
(for Amy-)
Careless as a woman having her hair combed,
drying herself, you tape his sketches
to the wall, finding fidelity useful,
his deceptive sense of how things appear
to beMonths of spatial ambiguities, blank paper,
and now you reach for charcoals, begin
drawing her as if rationing your own desire,
the energy it takesWith no apologies made for dailiness, the reproach
of certain colors, light increasing itself
in gestures and rounds, the way it moves inside
an afternoon's slim curtainsLater, you paint her as if learning the secrets
of space, rain, like sleeplessness,
entering the room of a distant city.
Unlike breath or mere wetness, the body more
than a handful of blossoms, too heavy
for clothes.
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''Dark Pond"
after de Kooning (1948)
So dark, the landscape's forgotten.
Shawl after shawl
of bare trees. Winter's bass line nearly
audible and no known remedy.
With no temporal sequence, nothing hidden,
tomorrow's moon is a broken mouth.
Trial and error. The heaviness of need
like an unlit room. Within the context of how much dark
is overcome, a matter of entertaining the spirit,
its sad adjectives, whatever
is going wrong.
From obsessiveness to sleep, everything says
conclusion, which, unlike desire, is much more forgiving
than silence, its depths carrying us everywhere,
vulnerable, having not yet learned the limits of
camouflage, the near zero
of love.
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Ballooning, Aspen, Colorado
Just past daybreak the balloons lift
soundlessly, well-up like
tears ... Beneath an ornament as large as Christmas,
vivid quilt, I'm going up without you
over wordless trees, dissolving timberline.
We blame extremes of altitude
for why we do not sweat things out. ..
These mountains know their place,
They skim the sky's thin membrane, paneless air,
distinctive as your face, becoming thumb-print,
disappears below the wicker basket.
I float above vacations, lakes that gleam like
wedding crystal or the moon-lit backs
of horses ... Cars turn miniature, they disappear.
Remote and landlocked, you are someone
I don't recognize.
Another man adjusts the flame
between us ... I trust his world of ropes
and weather, heated air less heavy now
than sleep . .. Dyed indigo, the sky will not cloud over
for another week ... The wind shifts.
I must trust this small space.
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Charles River, Sunset
(for Cheryl-)
Of the late, October sun, so volatile,
lush, only excerpts remain, a few drops
of blood,
though the sky-line's slow to lose
its ravished color.
In the distance, Cambridge nestles and burns
with unsayable translations.
Joggers swarm the mallow overpass
as we move easily from tree
to tree.
The hour turns ominous
and the moon's already backing away, still clinking
its delicate pieces of silver.
Thick-bellied, sly, it could swallow us
whole.
But this is the way of the world, its damage free-lance,
random, in spite of rivers still shuddering
with lit spires, summer's fever.
Our lips gleam with the tart juice
of deception.
Love, the water's already replacing itself,
and the skies, concealing a squadron
of lusts, are awash
with your going.
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How They Survive
Even making a virtue of fortitude, that missing
chess piece, they never mean to invent
what they feel, the way people inside a
landscape,neverseeitchange-Even checking a rearview mirror,
without the constant reminder of fire
they cannot see where to tie up, begin calling
from one unlit boat to another-Saying the grey skies confuse them,
they continue struggling from
gentleness, falling off
the canvas, reappearing downstream without a mark,
without a wound.
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Sculptor
"See how it is that a tree can roost
in the promise of a bird-"
Robert Gibb
Shining like a revelation, the old tree leans into
its apple limbs
as into this brief rain.
You take it, not by force, but gently,
with deference.
How quickly the rough bark opens its doors to resins
and fragrance.
Your chisels define, splinters startle up
like wrens
by the thousands. Inch by inch, as the fawn rises
out of the braken, the iris unfolds.
Again and again you risk that leap
into something simple as
water, something more than the language
of forests, the white light of
wood.
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"Pink Angels"
after de Kooning ( 1945)
It may be the way light falls, part
by part, but uninterruptible, some languorous
pink transfiguration.
From morning to morning, pink companies
of held breath. That impeccable isolation
among sleepers, those who own nothing.
It may be a subtle energy, azaleas
like small questions, their own pink light suffusing
the room as they open out of themselves.
Solitary. Distant. Light that is their own
and beyond us. Think of corrections being made.
Small pools of radiance. How they keep corning back
to the visible.
It may be their inarticulations
of joy. Their earthy knees. Suddenly
it's all right to be
lonely.
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Georgia
"She said she wanted to bring something home
and the desert gave her bones instead offlowers- "
news item after O'Keefe's death
Impossible, she said, to paint dawn's privacy
and even the short-lived blossoms of the cacti
stretching over miles of canvas
cannot hold a candle to the real world.
Lyrical as sky, imagination's blue line one more way
to meet and measure distance.
Here and here is all the emptiness that's needed,
red and ocher snail of evening star,
the black door, lightning's metaphor,
continuations more than cattle hom
or rocks, and more rocks, winds across the desert.
Day after day the sun's heel firmly planted
until meteors, like flaming knots of pinion,
penetrate night's million thicknesses.
Clouds entertained her as she painted history,
the obvious, whatever's hidden in the skull's
eternity, that epic poetry
of bones.
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J. Todd Beers

0
ah,
there are
a lot
of stars,
but that is something
i can fathom.
if there were a million
stars
and we could count one
every second
we would be together
for eleven and one half days.
for now though,
the reflection of a white moth
spooks me
in a black window
as i reach for a piece of scrap paper
that says, a billion seconds
takes thirty-two years.
on the other side
a poem scribbled in pencil
reads: allison
benis lives
in I.a.
i saw her once in an anthology.
if i was able to carry that book
on this ledge
I would somehow balance myself
better.
it helps to be thin
and to touch things.
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Meara Day

Decay (A Metamorphosis)
How often they've passed by
wordless haunted
about the hands and eyes
by a stingy honeycombed moon.
The shrubs here- hooked, angrypersuade the living in safer directions.
If found
I will by then

be thorn

will have become
green in outrageous solitude
and nowhere in this chlorophyll
is there speech
though when light impacts there is
of sorts
thought
cells
split and piece themselves
marrow
slim
moved by the ascensions of fungi
protrusions of moss
I remember a dim mobility
something I was
When the searchers drift near
I know by what they leave
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air currents

smell of rain and tissue

a language that has lost me
I know them remotely
the remoteness increasing something I was
as in moth to chrysalis
as in division
multiplicity
which is love and is not
Some of them clutch an image
(solid small body
clean hands
rainwater eyes).
What I am becoming bears no resemblance.
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Mary Winters

My Block
is a dead-end street
near the United Nations! recognize the car that will
tum around, speed out:
the red one with bawling radio,
stoved-in sides. Driver
cursing out the window,
kid standing up in the back.
A subcompact that wants
to get to Brooklyn.
At the dry cleaner's,
a wedding dress on a headless dummy
with a light bulb under its skirt.
In the florist's window, orchids
that lure insects by imitating
their mates' sex organs.
The mailbox-hiding place
for bombs-disappears
when the President comes.
My kitchen is flooded
by upstairs neighbors who are
never at home. I hear a fire engine
with sirens full-blast race up
the street; someone shrieking
in the courtyard-nothing is there.
In the hall, a ghost slams the door.
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Lee Evans
This Poem Ends With Crying
This poem ends with crying, so let it begin
with a baby, as all things must, and a window,
and a woman who sits at that window.
Over the years, many babies have come to live
in her window, but none can make themselves
small enough to fit through the glass.
They are so still, but this woman believes
she can hear their small hearts ticking,
and, even through glass, she is sure she can
feel their soft breath against her cheek.
This poem ends with crying, so do not tell her
it is only the clock on the mantle, or the wind
in the trees. Besides, she has the proof
of their numbers. If she could be
in more than one place at a time,
she knows their faces would fill
each of her windows. She wonders
when they will tire of watching the world
their mother inhabits, the way she sits
day after day at her window and does not
lose hope they will return to her body.
She fears one day she will wake to find
they have vanished and cannot imagine how
she will live without them. This poem ends
with crying and a window, and a woman
who can see herself leaning all the way
out of that window to catch her babies
as they fall one by one from the trees.
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Antler
Brains Bashed In By Sledgehammers
"It all boils down to jobs,"
the Secretary of State told
the American Public in answer
to why we must go to war.
Threat of shutdown hovers over your factory.
Fear of layoff ulcers your office.
Job security erodes
at all levels of the job ladder.
Firms can't be expected to promise
a raise in salary every year.
The thought of longer vacation time
is out of the question.
Psychiatric megaclinics have no choice but urge
displaced workers overqualified for
dead-end low-paying part-time jobs
cash in their retirement money.
The banker's mistress fears she looks worse
after liposuction.
The developer's call-girl jeers at the environmentalist"Ten years ago you were yelling'We've only got ten years to save the Earth!"'
The executive's prostitute likes her Caribbean cruise,
even if most of the time looking at scenery
there was a big cock in her mouth.
The professor lectures his students
who faithfully record each word"Like the laws of physics,
the laws of economics can't be broken,
whether sloths loathe lathes no matter,
whether Bushmen only work 15 hours a week no matter."
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The astronomer wears a suit and tie
even when alone at night at the telescope.
The thought the Solar System is so big our Earth compared to it
is as an atom compared to the Earth,
The thought some Galaxies are so big our Galaxy compared to them
is as an atom compared to the Earth,
The thought how do we know the Universe wasn't formed complete
just last night with all our supposed memories,
Do nothing for him: 45 years ago, yes,
but now he pays them no mind.
Now all he sees is his son who hates him and who he hates
juggling three jobs to study poetry
so he can write things like:
there are more planets with Utopias on them
than all the beheaded heads in history,
or this Universe is just an alveolus
in the lung of a lungfish
in another dimension.
10 miles away in another city an 8th grader
writes above the urinal"Show bardon for blowjob."
100 miles away a welfare bum is interrogated
for stealing a wallet.
1000 miles away a soldier tries to push his intestines back in
but it doesn't work.
2000 miles away the owner-of-the-owners-of-100-factories' day
is spoiled discovering benefits for workers
are cutting into profits.
How to get more out of them for less?
3000 miles away Eskimos must sell their wilderness
or set up the oil rigs themselves:
how else can their young men make money?
Every day more and more Americans feel they won't be happy
till poets quit complaining and get a job.
Antler, from Milwaukee, offers $10,000 reward
to anyone who can disprove his work.
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David Staudt

Dreaming of Dead and Missing
During eight weeks of boot camp, Les calls home one time,
and that is only to report that he can't come home for Christmas.
Recruits don't get leave, he says. It's a lie. The rest of the
company goes away leaving only himself and Mullen, a sullen
kid from the Bronx who lies all day in his rack with his face
turned toward the bulkhead.
He's grateful for peace and sleeps eighteen hours the first
day. His only duty is to sweep dust balls from under the racks
twice a day before the CDO walks through. After that holiday
becomes a long wait between chow times. He has nothing to
read, no liberty, nowhere he wants to go in this uniform.
The afternoon of the twenty-third he has a beautiful dream
about all the girls he's known in his life who have died. Dead,
beautiful girls from his hometown, they speak his name and
make sad gestures for him to enter their bedrooms, where they
take off their clothing. When Les wakes up it is almost dark in
the barracks; he can just make out Mullen in white BVD's
hiding a magazine under his pillow, the whites of Mullen's eyes
that are trained on him. Wind off Lake Michigan pushes on the
windows. Dry snow has swept into the chicken wire covering
the windows and into the corners of the concrete courtyard
where frozen mop heads hang from clotheslines. Les lies very
still, afraid or unable to move.
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The COO says it's not the Navy's mission to cater after
boots, and calls him an asshole, but eight hours later Les is
waiting on standby at O'Hare. He waits all night, avoiding the
drunks and the people who want to save him. By morning he
feels teenage and alien, and he calls a girl named Dottie, whom
he hasn't seen in nearly a year. As best as he can, he explains to
her the last six months of his life.
In the Allentown, Pennsylvania airport he sees a young
woman resting her head against one of the big windows overlooking the runway. She's reading the novel Lolita with a cross
expression. She's not as pretty as he remembers but her dry,
straight hair (she used to complain she looked like Natasha, of
Boris and Natasha) and the shape of her long legs in jeans he
recognizes. The frames of her glasses are from the fifties, with
thick upper frames and rimless bottoms that make her look
superficially bookish.
They hug each other, and laugh-it's been such a stupidly
long time-and suddenly can think of nothing else to say. After
school she "recruited" to Hewlett-Packard. Now she's home
from Palo Alto, bright and moneyed, wearing low-heeled shoes
and a short fur jacket. Les is glad she says nothing about his
uniform, or when he salutes an officer his own age and the guy
says, "Not here, fellow." He feels foolish and affected, as if he
had come wearing make-up.
They walk through the airport looking for an open lounge.
Already it's like many of their dates, before they were legal age:
looking for a drink, a little ashamed as though they're going to
lie about their ages. Trying to look older. When they find a place
Dottie sits down not across from Les, but beside him. They
order screwdrivers for breakfast. The waitress looks incredulous,
then goes away.
He says, "I think it's been the weeks of not saying anything.
I have to concentrate to form the simplest sentence. Like a
stroke victim." He looks at her long white fingers, the bitten
nails. He remembers them crumbling into fists above the piano
in her parents' house; she'd cry, "But I'm not any good, Les!"
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He encouraged her to study music. She took engineering courses
and spent every night at the library.
"You were going to get married," he says.
"I told you months ago."
"I was under a lot of stress. I didn't have any money at all
and didn't know what I'd do after graduation. I'm sorry. You
told me why, too, but I forgot, or thought up a better reason."
"He was so immature. Like he thought it was a requirement
for working for TRW to get a house and a new car and a wife. It
got sordid. I lost the engagement ring and he sued me. His
family made him give it up but even they accused me of things."
They drink and watch men on the runways blow into
their hands.
"I think you look okay, Dottie. I mean, neat looking,
like I would want to be seen hanging around with you. Not
in these clothes."
They laugh. She makes a sad face. "You look tired. Les,
where's all your hair?"
"It was much worse a couple of weeks ago."
"What do you want to do while you're here?''
"Anything."
"Please let's not go to my parents' house. I was so glad
when you called, if only just to be able to say I had someplace to
go. My mother has all these guys she wants me to meet while
I'm home, sons of Dad's friends, and I don't want to. I even
volunteered to stay home and babysit my brother, and he's
fourteen. Now he calls me 'the old maid'."
"What's your work like?"
"It's unreal. Everyone's obsessed with their cars and their
tiny apartments. I don't understand you, Les. You wrote me that
letter after I told you I was engaged. I thought it would be
obvious to you why."
He remembers the evening after getting her news he ripped
a page out of his diary and sent it to her. In it he begged her not
to do this: said other, mindless things, symptoms of sickness. In
a context he can't remember now, he compared them to dol125
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phins. She called weeks later to say the whole thing was off. By
then he was three weeks from graduation and only wanted his
life and everything that constituted its poor plans to end. He was
embarrassed and said he shouldn't have sent the letter. He said
he wasn't well.
Remembering decisions in his life like that he would say
aloud, "It's the end of my life." Memories like that haunted him,
even as far away as Great Lakes Recruit Training Center,
Illinois, the far end of the world.
Les thinks that maybe in a year the paperwork will worm
through an immovable bureaucracy, and he will become an
officer. Maybe the recession will end, graduates go on to jobs,
graduates go on to graduate school; maybe the Navy will have a
few quotas at OCS. Then everyone will breathe easier, Les
won't have to explain to everyone-family, company commanders, fellow recruits, old friends-what the heck he's doing at an
enlisted boot camp in peacetime. Les tries to think of an answer
but all that comes to mind are inane rituals at campus and
county Job Referral offices (a resume-writing seminar, a seminar on "making the most of your contacts," when in fact he had
to portray himself as a high school dropout in order to get jobs
in car washes and apple orchards, which he would inexplicably
leave at the end of every summer) and the time he sat at a bus
stop at three in the morning thinking "I won't kill myself, I
won't kill myself because of something like this." He'll be more
than happy to think of this adventure as a time to take stock and
gain management experience, and not a running-away.
Of thirty-eight recruits in his company, five are college
graduates-phys ed., accounting, psychology majors, men who
seem older than the others, who seem to have done this before,
though neither appearance is true. When asked why they joined
they laugh and shrug and say, "Couldn't find a job!" or "Kicked
me out of the house!"- something that easily covers their
private disappointment that things have suddenly gone so badly
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so soon in their lives; although in Les's case this doesn't seem to
satisfy anyone. He never gets rattled, hasn't missed a single
question on an exam, hasn't taken a hit over innumerable daily
graded inspections, marches like a drill sergeant, never complains, is headed for honor recruit of the entire RTC-and is
exceedingly well-liked by those men who do none of these, who
spend every night in some kind of extra-disciplinary "military
instruction," and who would adopt Les as some kind of novel
mascot, an Ivy Leaguer who hangs with them, were it not for the
suspicion that he succeeds only because, of the thirty-eight
recruits, he worries the most about success.
At the foot of Iron Street, he says, "Dottie, isn't there any
place else we can go?"
"I don't know, Les. I'm not from around here."
They sit in her car in front of Band-Box Cleaners looking
down the hill at the railroad tracks and the river.
"This is silly," he says. "We're both twenty-two years old.
Do you want to go to a motel?"
"I don't think so."
"Forget I said that. I feel like I'm bringing you home to meet
my parents. You know, they don't even know you? Remember
the first time I picked you up at your house? Your parents sat on
the couch and grilled me for an hour. They thought I was some
kind of artist type."
"My mom thought you were very idealistic. She had a
compulsion to sit you down in the kitchen with a bowl of soup.
Dad wondered if you were a Jesus freak."
They laugh about that.
"Well, I just want to change clothes. We'll have to eat
dinner with everyone, but then we can go."
Getting out of the car, Les blacks out. He comes to immediately, finds he's been walking in the wrong direction.
"Are you all right?"
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They walk up Iron Street. Not all the walks have been
cleared; long whips of dirty ice marble the blacktop. Dottie
holds her hand over her mouth because she doesn't want Les to
see her breathe hard. They walk slowly, looking at their feet. A
few years ago they would have felt superior and secure for not
having to make small talk. One night they walked the entire
Allentown fairgrounds without exchanging a word, communicating only with their hands and heads and eyes. Sometimes
they'd be walking through Cedar Crest campus at night when
suddenly she'd throw her arm around him, let her whole weight
fall against him. Or kiss him roughly as he tried to explain some
philosopher he'd been reading. Now they're older and Les, who
begins to wonder if he has made the kind of terrible embarrassing mistake that will haunt him for years to come, feels their
silence like the pull of gravity on a bicycle flying down Iron
Street: the wheels and handlebars begin to shake and suddenly
the whole bicycle wobbles.
Then Dottie falls. Her heel makes a noise like a rock sliding
down a bigger rock and she goes down on one knee. He grabs
her jacket at the bicep and teeters, his seabag and the slant of his
body pulling him up the hill, her weight keeping him from
catapulting into the air. They sit down in the snow, their backsides breaking crust. Her jeans have split at one knee and a
bubble of blood pokes through. Les sees the look on her face
and lets go as if hit by a current.
"I didn't do it."
They struggle to their feet and keep going.

"I

thought he was going to be an officer," says his aunt
Ethel. "Why that's nothing but a buck private."
"Oh you shut up, Ethel," says Les's mother. "You don't
know what you're talking about and besides, that's the army."
She makes tight fists in the face of their ignorance and runs to
help Les. She tries to kiss him on the mouth but when he
straightens up he's too tall.
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"He's going to see how the men live first," says his uncle.
"They make them do that nowadays."
"He'll never make lieutenant. He's stuck now," says the
old man.
"Father! You nor anyone else knows that." Their stupidity
drives the old woman almost to tears. She's been up since five
making dinner and now there are people all over her kitchen. "I
think he's very handsome. He has plenty of time."
"I thought you couldn't come home," says the old man.
"They were just clicking with our heads again," says Les.
"Our leave papers came yesterday."
'"Dicking with our heads.' That's fine. I thought you were
afraid to come home and face the old man."
"Please don't start that shit, Pop."
Dottie's smiling at everyone.
"Look at this girl! Come on in. Look how white her
cheeks are."
"She's bleeding," someone says.
"I slipped on the-"
"Marvin, Leslie's girlfriend just fell and cracked her knee
open on the front walk. Now go and throw some salt on it.''
Everyone, even the grandkids, stand around Dottie in the
kitchen to look at her pants. She's cornered against the kitchen
door and has to press herself against the wall to let through
Les's brothers Mitch and Bobby, who throw open the storm
door so wide it groans as they run outside in their gas station
coveralls.
"Come into the bathroom and we'll wash it."
"No, please-"
"She's shy.''
Protesting, smiling too much, frowning sharply one moment, she lets them push her into the bathroom. All the women
and the kids and Uncle Sammy and the old man-who is trying
to tell Les's mother where the peroxide is, but she never listens-crowd in behind her. Les looks in as though down a
telescoping hallway and sees her sitting on the toilet, still
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smiling and shaking her head, her hands gripping the pink seat
tightly. Suddenly he has an awful memory of his three-year-old
nephew naked and screaming until his head and neck were red
and his member stood out like protruding gut all because he
wanted his dad, and Les's mother, ignoring that need, thought a
hot bath would be the best thing to calm him down.
But Dottie did not grow up in this house, she has more poise
than that, and suddenly the women are talking quietly, working
over the wound. Les's unmarried cousin, Esther, holds the mink
jacket as though it were a little dog, petting the sleek fur,
something she says she's never felt before. Dottie's hands relax;
she laughs at herself for being such a cow, and the women
gently hush her, saying, don't talk that way about yourself. The
men walk out smiling, embarrassed.
At dinner they ask what she wants to drink and she says,
"Gin with ice, please."
Les is even more astounded than his mother, who never
drinks. She fills a tumbler with ice cubes and carefully measures
two shots of his father's Tanqueray. Just by letting them touch
her, letting them heal her wound, she's won them over. When
they find out she lives on the West Coast they hang on every
word. She's charming them, sincere and secure, as Les feels she
probably does her coworkers, out in the big people's world.
"You know, Sonny," says the old man, "if you'd have
enrolled in ROTC you'd be making a lot more money now."
Across the table Les and Dottie exchange a brief look. Then
they both get really drunk.
Later he wakes up in a room with other people he doesn't
know. He's been lying at the foot of one of his sisters' twin beds
with a girl's pink car coat thrown over him. At the other end of
the bed: a large coarse woman in a black dress, shoeless: in her
arms, a ten-year-old girl oddly big for her age. The woman is
singing a wordless song, smoothing her daughter's yellow hair.
They lie on a pile of other peoples' coats.
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On the other bed, covered with Dottie's jacket, a little boy
lies sleeping. Dottie wears an old crumpled nightie once belonging to Les's sister, something his mother dragged up. She pushes
herself up on her arms out of a drugged sleep.
Downstairs his brothers shout and bang bottles. Chair legs
scud over the kitchen floor and it sounds like a riot. Imagine
them rushing someone, pinning him against the wall with the
kitchen table. Les has been dreaming of a silence so perfect
the spoken word continues in space forever as a steady tone.
Room to room in his dream he has been wandering through a
humming house.
He whispers to Dottie: "I want to sleep with you."
She can just open her eyes. "Why?"
"Because I'm alive. I'm alive in this room with you."
She grimaces against the sleep and headache. It seems she
does not think it is a good reason. Still, when he comes to her,
covering the little boy whose arm had slipped into the arm of her
coat and pulled it away, she draws him close and gives him a
wet kiss tasting of juniper.
He sits on the floor with his head on her knee. The other
knee is freshly scabbed. They talk quietly. The strangeness of
their being together is over. He says, "I just had a beautiful, sad
dream, the one I told you about. This time it was a girl I'd
known since elementary school. She used to sit in back of me so
she could beat on me. She used to taunt me, saying she was in
love with an older guy in my scout troop. She killed herself in
high school."
The little girl watches him. "My name isLes," he says. "Hi.
I'm Mitch and Bobby's brother."
The little girl says hi, and the mother stops singing. She
gives him a wise look which is neither cordial nor mean but
behind which a serious judgment is taking place.
"Why do you dream only about dead people? Dead girls?
It's weird," says Dottie. "I suppose next you're going to dream
about me."
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"I'm not crazy."
"Six months ago you were." She draws in his short soft hair
with her finger.
They dress, and creep downstairs. Les wears wool trousers
and a white button-down oxford, like he used to in college.
Drunk, Mitch and Bobby have gone ice fishing on the Packerton
Dam. Ronnie's kids have gone home leaving their machine guns
in the kitchen sink. Mother has gone to lie down.
The television broadcasts loudly from the living room.
Dottie roots in the refrigerator, ravenous. Les dabs the back of
his hand between the forefinger and thumb with the juice of a
wilted lemon slice, looks at the tequila bottle, then washes his
hand. He half expects a centipede to snake across the wall
though it is Pennsylvania in the middle of winter.
"It's depressing in here," he says. "Come on out."
The old man sits in the dark watching the Yule Log on
channel eleven, still wearing the clothes he wore that day at
the service station. His glasses are two white circles reflecting
the Yule Log. The ice cubes in his vodka have diminished into
soft chips.
They can't tell whether he's asleep or not.
"Why isn't the Christmas tree on?" whispers Dottie.
"You can plug it in if you want," says the old man.
"I'm sorry." She follows the cord behind the tree. Dozens of
spruce needles sprinkle the carpet.
"Aw, you should water that tree, Les. I can't bend over."
"I'll do it," says Dottie. She runs into the kitchen.
"Who are those people upstairs?" asks Les.
"She's a friend of your mother from the mill. The guy's
supposed to come pick them up but we don't know where he is.
I'll probably have to play taxi. You and your friend were
supposed to sleep it off in the other room."
"They weren't there when I went in."
"You wouldn't have known."
"Why do you watch this? You can see they run the same
minute of film over and over again. The log doesn't even bum."
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"It relaxes my nerves. If you put in a week of work sometimes you need to sit down and relax. Your mother's nerves are
shot, you know. People kept dropping in all day unannounced."
Dottie returns with a full water glass. It isn't enough. She
brushes her hair from her forehead and goes back.
"She cried herself sick the other day. She thought her baby
was afraid to come home and face the old man."
"Face you?"
"Your mother thinks you ran away to the Navy to get away
from the old man; isn't that so? Kay Smith's kid came home last
week from Navy boot camp. Where were you? Sleeping around
while your mother couldn't eat."
"If she couldn't eat it was because she's living with a
crazy bastard."
"You have a fine mouth."
Dottie sits with her hands between her knees, pretending to
watch the Yule Log. Les pulls his peacoat out of the closet.
"If you're going out, go see if your stinking drunk brothers
fell into the Packerton Dam."
Dottie goes upstairs. Les hears her reasoning with a little
sleepy boy who doesn't want to give up his blanket. Then she
comes down.
The air is clean and cold. On First Street, across the river
into Weissport, all over the gentle hills, the Christmas lights
twinkle in sharp clusters. Over the weeks they'll extinguish a
few at a time, until late in January when there'll be perhaps one
yard lit up like a fairyland far out in the boondocks.
"Les, why did you join? Why didn't you take any other job?"
"I'd have to live here. He'd be telling me where to go for
jobs. Thinking I could walk into just any place with my degree
and get hired as a skilled laborer. I know because it's been that
way the last five summers."
At the top of Iron Street is a playground. The merry-goround is heavy with snow but Les moves it and jumps on. Dottie
sits on it, slows it down. They twirl slowly, looking up. Les's
face tingles. It's snowing.
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They stand up and begin walking carefully downhill. The
only cars parked on Iron Street have been cemented against the
curb by snowplows. They take baby steps. Clouds of breath like
cartoon balloons stream out of their mouths. In his bubble Les
sees stars and paisleys, random words like "but" and "because
I''. In Dottie's he imagines musical notes. "Fur Elise" plays on
her quiet breath.
First Street grows dark at the end of town where it begins to
wind downhill. They climb single file over mounds of cleared
snow that in the dark look and crunch like pumice, then take a
dirt road off into some woods, where the ground is covered with
dry pine needles. Half a dozen old cars and pick up trucks are
parked there, some with people inside.
Les remembers something.
''This is where Debra O'Donnell killed herself. In high
school. She and some hood from Weissport drove in here. I
guess they were lovers. But you don't know. They had a hose
running from the tailpipe to up under the floorboards. Her dad
found them early in the morning. He was a Packerton cop. They
were both naked in the back seat."
He imagines the cop car's blue light strobing the fir trees as
if in a warehouse-bright blue light splintering everywhereand the guy's Dodge Charger out of gas and coated with hard
frost. O'Donnell beats on the window because the doors are
locked. Then he gets a plastic scraper. He spends the next ten
minutes chipping, wondering what poor bastard he'll find inside.
"Why couldn't they have just gone somewhere else?"
asks Dottie.
"They knew they couldn't get far enough away, I think."
"Les, how are we ever going to see each other? When I fly
back and you go back to the Navy?"
He doesn't know. He knows that months or years from now
they're going to hurt each other again, worse than before. He
imagines the letters, how friendly and mature they'll be.
On the dam, a human howl.
"Mitch," Les says.
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"Why did you come home after saying you weren't going
to? Why did you want to be with me?"
"I was wondering why in those dreams they never said
anything. It's because they had forgotten how, they'd been dead
for so long; that's what I would wake up thinking. You were
right, and it's morbid, but I dreamt about you, too."
In the dark he reaches for her waist. Her clothes are cold.
"But if you were living somewhere, it was like I was dead. I
feel sometimes I've already died and it's going to take fifty
years for my body to rot away. Meanwhile, I'm forgetting. How
to talk. Everyone I cared about."
All over the dams are fires: domes of lightly falling snow
around the cans of burning sticks, tins of canned heat. Older
men in layers of flannel and railroad clothing sit on lawn chairs
hunched over the chopped ice, one man by each fire, each man
with a bottle. Les and Dottie walk over to a fisherman. Nod. He
offers Les a sticky pull out of a bottle of Canadian. Les drinks
and passes the bottle to Dottie and the old guy's face lights up in
a whiskered, toothless grin. Dottie takes a slug, making a face.
The line tugs hard toward the water.
Dottie stares up into the snowfall. Now she has a story. She
tells Les about a nun in kindergarten who marched the whole
class out onto the playground just to look up into the falling
snow. If you stare long enough, you feel yourself rising. The
sister explained to the children that this is how a soul feels on its
way to heaven. Les looks at Dottie and can imagine a circle of
twenty children rising open-mouthed above the macadam. He
tilts his face toward the sky. They are holding their breath, for it
will take six million miles to get where they want to go.
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Antler
Thoughts Breathing In A Blizzard
Breathing air with snow falling through it
thinking how flour is sifted through a sieve
Each different snowflake design is a sieve
and the air is charged with the energy
of each snowflake design
falling through it,
Air passing through the shapes
of openings in the interior
of each falling flake
as well as along the edges,
Serrating in minute invisible architectures
zillion-shaped clarified vibrancy
of snowflake sculpture reality
the edges of snowflake symmetry
chiseling microscopically
into an invisible display
of snowflake-sculptured air
beyond human comprehension.
And as an animal leaves its track
in wet sand or mud
so each snowflake design
leaves its track
in cool moist air
as it falls,
So that in breathing air
snowflakes have passed through
you breathe the invisible tracks
their designs have imprinted
in the air
And as a hunter follows the bear
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by stepping in its tracks
you follow the snow
by breathing the invisible
patterns of its design
pressed into the air
as it falls.
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Peter Wild

Research Trip, Yucca Valley
Tired of being homeless,
of being fed by the ravens
because women won't believe them,
at night the Joshua trees
begin walking out of the mountains toward town
where they, too, will put their money down
and eat in restaurants
while the tourists look,
shocked at what's happened to the world.
But when the sun soars up,
at that sudden burst, their first challenge,
they stop, like any crazed soldiers
caught in a minefield
thinking that by standing still
they'll be invisible.
Going home on this flying research trip
on which at the end of the desert road
we found the widow waiting at her door,
who by magic
handed us the manuscript of the nephew
all his life secretly in love with his cousin,
the first thing in the morning
you rush bushy-tailed
out of the Oasis of Eden Motel
and insisting I take your picture with one
strike your actress's crepuscular pose,
laughing that the less I know
the more you're full of joy.
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God's Brain
This is what happens to God's thoughts
as they become more secular,
for uncounted ages a white mass
of seething cottage cheese
expanding over the lovely altiplano
and doing exactly what it has to do
entirely happy with itself,
until reaching the edge of the table
gobs of it begin falling off,
dropping there, the hills of Barstow, California,
beside the rusted railroad
along the sandy river,
the sulfurous curd
of its own permanent sunset.
And the people living there now?
They have a vague memory
from childhood of once having escaped from the circus.
If you ask them, they won't say
that the Great Buddha himself sometimes hurried,
but as they stand there thinking about it
you can see the possibility
quivering on their lips.
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Donna Turner

Living In The Dark
One by one lights burned out
in our house: in the bathroom first
so we could not see our naked
bodies mirrored, or moths
that bashed against the windows
and vanished. When we made love,
or mended clothes, the lights burst,
leaving us eye to eye
in television light.
But that, too, shattered,
even before we spun laundry, one sitting
cross-legged on the washer, the other,
arms folded on a rumbling
dryer. By the fifth year
I cooked in darkness,
guided only by the glow
that warmed the stove.
We necked among plates and spoons,
half-finished cups of coffee,
reached for lips and ears
memorized by years of blindness.
He tasted more and more like photocopy
paper, a stranger's cigarette, and then,
the last explosion
shook the house. Hangers jangled
as we searched for coats,
opened doors, flooding the house
with light, with a whole city
blazing and drunk in light.
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Greg Leichner

from

Walkabout

In September I drove out of Montana four hundred miles west
to the Methow Valley of central Washington, to the Golden
Lode Orchard on the Methow River, and once again signed on
for the apple harvest. I quickly re-established my reputation for
being a pickin' fool, up before dawn and at the trees at first
light, then a straight ten hours of brute labor with a ten-minute
break around noon to eat a few granola bars dipped in peanut
butter. I was a driven man. It was easy for me to muster a solid
surge of fanaticism. This twenty-one-day binge of chain gang
behavior would buy me three or four months of freedom.
Linda and I were the only returnees from last year, and the
only two that escaped the wrath of our employers, lady orchardists named Chick and Phyl. Chick, the former science teacher,
and Phyl, the former Marine, were quick to realize that the
hippies, nomads, and New Agers that made up the crew were the
worst pickers they had ever seen. "Damn it! Stop bruising the
fruit!"
The West is a potent arena to carry on the search for rites of
passage, those often self-created events that move us further
along in the evolution of spirit and politics. The landscape of the
West is a great springboard for any soul on a quest. The visuals
alone always give the searcher a boost in the right direction. For
years I counted myself among the drifters. In 1977 I left Ohio,
stepped off the wheel and wandered away, a retreat that was half
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calculated and half insane. Now I lived hand-to-mouth near
Missoula in a twelve-by-twelve cubicle, Spartan conditions that
had taken on the aura of a monastery. My constant companions
were an excruciating inner ache that refused to stop yapping and
a single-minded lust to achieve metamorphosis.
Pushed onward by pain, almost all of us at the Golden Lode
that season were actively seeking love and truth and passion.
This was our religion, our bottom-line mission. Each of us came
equipped with a modus operandi, our own personal Cha-Cha.
My path wove through a massive solitude where I fell in with
books of poetry, short fiction and social criticism. I drank a sixpack each night, smoked a lot of marijuana, and figured it was
no big deal if I didn't make it to the age of forty. For a few years
this way of life was romantic and audacious, with only occasional side trips into writhing and despair. And whenever I was
about to explode from cabin fever, I'd throw myself back into
the world.
Last year Linda and I slept out under the stars together, a
week-long affair that ended when she insisted that I move off
the bluff with her, away from the pickers' cabins, and down to
her tent on the beach. This year Linda rolled through the gates of
the Golden Lode with Starkey, a combo-plate of a man, another
educated drop-out, medium height, muscular, vibrant, friendly,
manic. He had walked away from his life in Pennsylvania and
now traveled about in his van with conga drums, bongos and
dozens of books by and about gurus. Linda and Starkey had
been traveling together for a few months, ever since they
crossed paths in the Yucatan.
Starkey was always aglow, even when he was sad. He billed
himself as a desperate seeker of knowledge and an unabashed
lover of women. I know little of what he did during his year on
the road, though he mentioned many women by name and
always referred to women as his true spiritual teachers. Starkey
had left behind a family-owned trucking company in Pittsburgh
and had thrust himself into the big wild world. In California he
starved himself, forced himself on people, took drugs, played
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Santa Claus for deaf children, took African dance and aikido
classes, and now and then paid money to kiss the feet of Guru
Maharaj Ji, an act which triggered a state of bliss that could last
up to two weeks.
One day early in the harvest we were rained out. Some of us
tried to pick in the morning drizzle but our hands became too
cold and stiff. By early afternoon most of us were showered and
feeling cozy, having gathered in the cabin shared by Linda and
Starkey.
Tim, who ate only fruit and nuts, had been downing yin
foods for so long that he had become an androgynous, whispering alien. He had hitchhiked through Africa, renounced all drug
use, and professed to be asexual. "Void of macho, free of
swishiness." When his friends David and Leslie arrived from
Olympia on their bicycles, Tim's meticulously crafted peace of
mind was immediately contaminated, for Leslie had been
intimate with both David and Tim and Leslie had chosen David.
Leslie stayed in a cabin with David, but announced to all of us
that she would embrace a temporary celibacy so as not to hurt
Tim. David was insecure around Tim, Tim was short-circuited
by David. A few days later Tim cracked, quit, and disappeared
to California to pick walnuts.
Leslie was a 26-year-old cherub with a superiority complex
and a belief in the herbal approach to cleansing and spirituality.
She guffawed at my breakfast of Special K and Instant Yuban,
lectured on the evils of meat-eating, and inadvertently became a
stand-up comic when she spouted gems like, "I know Chick and
Phyl are sensitive people even though they don't smoke marijuana." When Leslie smoked marijuana she became fluid and
sweet, and when she crossed the room to get the bong for
another hit, she would suddenly erupt into Tai Chi and then
freeze, as if she had tasted Bliss and was a mere gesture-and-ahalf from being swept up in the Rapture.
David was a blabbermouth and could not stop intellectualizing. He delivered a constant barrage of cosmology, behavior
ramifications and Gurdjieff quotes. Of all of us he was the most
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galore, and still his most memorable utterance was, "This apple
is the same color as Leslie's pussyhairs." That evening, as Andy
and I prepared a chicken for roasting, David commented that
there was a time when he wouldn't be in the same house with
someone eating meat. "I know what you mean," Andy said.
"There used to be a time for me when I wouldn't sit at the same
table with someone on welfare or food stamps."
Starkey was not the only hyper-intense wild man of the
bunch. Andy too was a dervish. For the first two weeks of the
harvest, until he and I traded places, Andy chose to stay alone in
the trailer on the other side of the river. It was there that he blew
his harmonica with such endearing rage and howled Appalachian songs of death and despair into the cold night. I tucked
myself into my sleeping bag at the edge of the bluff and listened
to his songs echoing off the cliffs as he moaned into the hollow
of his banjo and joined in with the Methow's boulder-strewn
rush and the cries of coyotes.
Kerry, a friend of Linda, arrived late in yet another rusting,
listing van. She had a beauty the rest of us did not, and for a few
days I was caught up in the hope that a spark would ignite
between us. It never did. At 23 she was fresh from internment in
an institution in Virginia, a short stay that helped her smooth out
after her divorce from Jimmy, a blacksmith and knifemaker
from Seeley Lake, Montana. "Jimmy's parents never showed up
for the wedding. When mine arrived after driving three days
across country and saw fifty drunken freaks snorting cocaine,
they took their two cases of champagne and another belonging
to someone else and headed back home."
The talk on that rainy day swirled around and around, and
the center of our universe was Starkey, whose desperation and
fear and love emanated unchecked and engorged the room,
keeping us churning. He was straightforward and confident
while at the same time insecure and lost. He was open to praise
and ridicule, embrace and rejection, raw sex and unnerving
celibacy. We laughed out loud when Starkey told us about
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sitting at a cafe table in Sausalito with two pseudo-cool Porschedriving collegiates who were trying to woo his girlfriends with
their good looks, money and Krishnamurti quotes. "I just kept
quiet," he said, "and when the moment was right I crushed my
beer glass in my bare hand and the pieces exploded all over the
table. They shut up, got up and were never seen again."
I assumed that Starkey and Linda were lovers. That first
week they slept beside each other, sometimes in the cabin,
sometimes on the sandy beach by the river. When Kerry arrived
Starkey's head turned. My desire for Kerry was sexual and
sensual, and at first I figured that Starkey was being driven by
similar impulses. "I love women," he told me one morning as
we walked through the dew-laden grass to our trees. "They are
all the changes I've ever made."
Starkey was indeed interested in the delights of the sexual
realm, but in his relationships with women his ultimate goal was
spiritual. His avid pursuit of the cosmic passions was crazed,
giddy, electrifying. All of us in the quest mode appreciated
Starkey's strenuous ebullience and vigor. But he was merely the
most publicly intense. If Starkey was in overdrive, the same
could be said of Andy. Starkey approached nirvana via a long
series of bold risks with women. Andy's form of bold risktaking, his leap, was music.
For Starkey, massage was a quick, effective route to physical intimacy. The women, Linda, Kerry and Leslie and at least
one of the men, Tim, were glad to remove their clothes by
candlelight and place their bodies in Starkey's hands. After
Kerry's third massage, it was clear that the rapport between
Starkey and Linda was in danger of collapse. One afternoon we
returned to the cabins to the news that Starkey was gone. Linda
told us that he had taken LSD and walked into the mountains, so
that he might "get clear". She said he took no food, no books, no
matches. It rained on and off for the next three days.
When Starkey resurfaced, he brought the sunshine with him.
"I'm clear," he announced.
I took him aside and asked for the details.
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"I had my sleeping bag and I lived under an overhanging
rock the whole time. I didn't feel high on LSD, I felt high on
fear. I couldn't sleep. The images in my head kept me awake.
This morning I climbed on top of my rock, closed my eyes and
jumped. It was a ten-foot drop but I wasn't afraid. I fell through
space without being afraid."

Dusk, early October. The tractors are bedded, muscles are
sighing, apple pickers lean slack-shouldered under steamy
shower nozzles, heads bowed. The work this week has been
grueling. The glamour and romance have evacuated, leaving
behind only aching fatigue and both irksome and delectable
flashes of madness.
I am alone, isolated, relaxed, squeezed into the booth of the
tiny Airstream housetrailer. I have eaten dinner twice and I am
four beers into a six-pack, reading The Roots of Witchcraft. The
moon is full. It rises to my left. Straight ahead on the bluff
across the Methow River I can see the lights of the pickers'
cabins. The bats are feeding, circling the three Lombardy
poplars that split my view downriver.
I hear a rustling in the tall grass, shuffling footsteps on the
deck, an expected knock. It's Andy, with his banjo case and his
leather pouch. He sits down across from me. I pass him a beer.
There is a benign stiltedness in the air, an edge. We are no more
than co-workers, though we are both loners, wanderers, irregulars
who believe in a "willfully maintained imbalance of character."
He requests less light. I find a food-warming candle and switch
off the bulbs.
For Andy this is a business call, and his business is music.
He opens his pouch and lays out six and a half harmonicas and a
handful of colorful thick-skinned balloons. He offers no introduction, just fleeting eye contact. I am expecting one of his
Appalachian ballads: "Oh, the wind and rain! Oh, oh, the wind
and rain!"
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He picks up a white balloon and with great strain and drama,
now and then allowing the balloon's growing pressure to best
him, he works it up to the size of a beachball. He pinches the
neck with thumb and forefinger and stretches it. The balloon lets
out a screech, then a squeal, then a moan. He puts the balloon to
his lips as if he were going to play the trumpet.
A long frenzied whoop! A short yelp! "Ya cha cha cha chaa-a-a!" he belches. He bangs out a beat by stomping with both
boots. Boom! Boom! Boom! Boom! "Ha ha, boo hoo, bee bee!"
Yelp! Bam! Yelp! Bam! "Ha ha, boo hoo, hee hee!"
What is this, an avant-garde fit? I am buffeted, pressed back.
Quickly he works himself up to locomotive speed, into what is
clearly a mind-altering fever. In sixty seconds I have gone from
alert and amused to shocked and agape.
Screech! Bam! Whoop! Bam! "Ha ha, boo hoo, bee hee!"
He rises and throws himself about like an ocean wave in the
cramped dark space. Cupboard doors fly open. Empty hangers
clang. I muffle my concern for the clattering dishes, the swaying
trailer.
Bam! Boom! Wonk! Phweet! "Ha ha, hoo hoo, bee hee!"
My god! Is he in a trance? Possessed? Has he dislocated
his soul? He bounces off the wall and shoots toward me! A
moth flies into the candle flame and extinguishes it, a terrible,
spattering death.
"When devils become friendlies, ha ha, boo boo, bee bee . . ."
I sit with my back hard against the booth. The screeching
and stomping make it even more difficult to see. When Andy
lunges toward me I force myself to meet his overheated eyes. His
wild hair brushes the low ceiling. And when he crouches in the
comer I swear I see blunt horns protruding from his head. Rocking! Whining! Writhing! We are seconds away from Code Red!
"When devils becomefriendlies, ha ha, boo hoo, hee hee .. ."
Kronk! Squeak! Blat! Poot!
His blasting message saturates the cubicle.
"WHEN DEVILS BECOME FRIENDLIES, ha HA, boo
HOO, HEE HEE. .."Burp! Gack! Pht! Burp!
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else from falling.
"WHEN DEVILS BECOME FRIENDLIES .. .IT WILL BE
A TIME OF TRUE DELIGHT!!!"
In the sudden silence a mason jar shatters on the floor.
His balloon is empty. He sits down and gulps the last of his
beer. I remove the wreckage of the moth and light the candle.
He speaks calmly. He tells me how he came to discover the
balloon as an instrument, how he is freer with the balloon than
with his banjo and harmonicas. He picks up two harmonicas and
plays them over-and-under, a bluesy barking and honking. He
affixes the sawed-off harp to the mouth of a half-filled green
balloon and it plays drone to his lament.
I ask for the song about the jealous older sister who pushes
the fairer younger sister into the river on her wedding day.
Downstream a wandering musician finds her body and his heart
is torn at the sight. From her bones he builds a violin, and when
he plays the violin it sings, "Oh, the wind and the rain! Oh, oh,
the wind and rain!"
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Katherine Beebe

A Shadow On The Grass
Shrubby cottonwood and aspen keep river banks from cleaving
off. Ratty stands of black spruce eke by on permafrost. Not
many trees this far north, but trees enough to bum. Fire clears
the land for willow. Willow feeds the moose. And so on. The
land must bum.
A pilot saw a wolf on Dall Creek in the Brooks Range
before the caribou came last year. The creek cuts a canyon there,
a pass through the mountain, and the caribou follow south. That
may not sound like much, but it sure blew him away. To see that
wolf lapping water from the stream, biding time till he ate again.
Real close. The pilot said their eyes met. He called it primal.
What would you call it?
"A... precious moment."
He'd been climbing up to where a helicopter'd crashed-a
bornite mine. The one James Watt, whom you couldn't understand, wanted to run a railroad to there from Fairbanks. As if the
haul road weren't enough. Bornite for shiny pennies? For copper
pipe to run hot water? You don't know what he wanted bornite
for. Some Feds died though, and after the crash Watt was hot to
lay rails.
You saw it. Red wads of metal. A twisted piece of rotor
blade, some gauge off the panel, shattered glass, melted plastic.
Trash, ugly everywhere.
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"A flattened pocket knife with the corkscrew intact. A credit
card somehow still good."
And charred rock a hundred feet out.
"Would have been a fire if the mountain grew more than
algae and lichen there. A man-caused fire, not one for the moose."
Below the South Brooks, land floats on permafrost. The
surface melts in summer. Once a fire here burned for seven
years. Do you believe that?
"Absolutely!"
The bum found a coal vein and traveled underground. Flared
up every spring. It left a melt-track behind that formed a deep
creek that jagged across the tundra for miles and miles and miles.
Below like an avian, the shadow coursed with you across
the Earth's back. You paused in your search and watched the
shadow off your wing. The shadow petted tussocks that grew
new grass blades on top of old every year-pillar-like through
infinite bog that flashed and flickered in broken sun. You have
hopped, happy, from tussock-top to tussock-top, hopped like on
stepping stones. Your feet stayed dry, though if you' d lost your
balance you'd have fallen in water knee-to-neck deep.
Engines droned. The radar made a pulsing beep. Wind
whooshed past the wings. Tundra-yellow-brown and looking
flat from up so high, enormous rolling swatches edged in spruce
with only tassel-tops alive on trees shorter than you were tall.
Those trees depict winter. When you saw them first, you saw the
stubbomess and vulnerability of life. The shadow stroked
willow as the plane passed over a river so braided it vanished
among its islands. Farther east, flat water, laden with glacial silt,
moved with determination you did not see from the air and
shined like a dusty mirror in your eyes. You loved these rivers
from the air, from a high rampart even. The threat of rock and
whirlpool gave way to an image of forever, but seen from long
ago. Before planes cast shadows. Before the haul road and oil
rigs. Before the Exxon Valdez. Before you searched for fire.
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Maybe the river looked this way to the tribe who saw a place
that would be home. How people-like to wish to fly.
You pulled your hair forward off your damp neck. Sun beat
through the windshield and made the plane hot. Luke too felt
hot. A bead of sweat trailed from under his earphones. He turned
on some air. You tried to shift your weight, careful not to tangle
wires to the headset in the seat harness. Below, the tundra air
was cool and right. A moose with blond twins browsed in
willow. You loved this land deeply. You went to it like church.
In the back seat, Roland panted. He had more hours in the
air than Luke's top pilot. About 3,000, Luke said. Roland was a
Newfie cross, and he could spot a fire sixty miles off. Not as big
as a Newfie, but otherwise a look-alike. Wavy black hair. A
baritone with a single, timely "Woof!" Luke figured Roland had
some other breed in him too. Whenever he spotted fire, he'd
bark from the back seat. You couldn't fool Roland either. He
never barked around water dogs, the steam that rose like smoke
from warmer land to cooler air that trailed behind storms. Luke
figured Roland smelled the smoke or something. His eyes
weren't that great.
The plane hit a pothole in the sky. Your jaw fell open. Air
poured in your mouth. The belt yanked you down, while your
stomach rose. Even Roland licked his lips. Luke had something
wrong with all his planes. Every other week or so inspectors
grounded one. The magnetos were bad in this one. Twice an
engine had stalled. Not on take-off or landing, but your friends
called it the Death Ship now.
"So, she's talking IRS. Says she'll tum me in." Luke looked
down in the mouth.
Though you and everyone you knew liked Luke a lot, you
couldn't blame his wife. Luke could never see the good in what
he had. Always wanted something else. Something shiny.
Something new.
What could you say? You pushed your P.A. button and
sighed into the mike. Met Luke's eyes. Shook your head and
thought: What goes around comes around.
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An updraft knocked the plane. Luke pushed on the controls
and dropped you out of turbulence. At lunch in Ft. Yukon, he'd
had to jump an engine when it wouldn't start. The mechanic had
found cables and a battery in the shed. The engine off your wing.
"She'll clean me out," Luke said.
He tapped a dial on the panel. Sometimes when he did that,
a gauge would unfreeze. You couldn't see this one, and you
didn't want to hurt his feelings by leaning over for a look, but
you guessed the gauge didn't move because every so often since
lunch, Luke had tapped it two or three times. What then did
you think?
"God bless the radio."
Roland woofed. You turned to see.
"He got one!" you said spotting the plume against the
foothills of the South Brooks. Beneath a thunder cell. Did
Roland understand how fires start? Did he look for thunder cells
standing eighteen, twenty thousand feet, then sniff the air?
Fire made you nervous. Luke banked and headed north. You
called in a rough location as you flew over Rabbit Mountain and
wondered what the rabbits did beneath this shadow.
"Good boy!" Luke said. He turned to scratch Roland's ear.
Roland smiled.
"He's thirsty," Luke said.
You poured water from a wineskin with Roland's name on it
into Roland's bowl also with Roland's name on it, then drew a
circle on your map. You'd call in lat and long when Luke got
closer. Now you traveled straight. With purpose toward the
smoke. Toward the thunder cell that might ignite others now.
This country loved fire, craved it even. Fire from the sky. A
million acres could torch here between freezes easy. Fire feeds
land and the land feeds everybody else.
You guessed about five acres, but would wait till you were
sure to let Ft. Yukon know. That would be minutes now. You
looked out the windshield, then at the map. Windshield. Map.
It was back behind some hills. You couldn't see the base.
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But the plume grew as you watched, and darkened too. Now
black. Spruce.
Roland barked one more time. To be sure you had his smoke.
Or so Luke would scratch his ear again? Probably the latter.
In your mind you heard the sappy branches crackle. Then
fall burning onto lichens and algae and cottongrass. And you
could see from how the smoke moved east and level instead of
rising that the wind swept the fire from tree to tree.
"Uh oh."
You looked at Luke. Thinning hair. Party bags beneath his
eyes. His mouth upturned no matter what. The Dawson gambling showed. You wondered what women see in him.
His voice was controlled. A low "uh oh". Perhaps not
intended for your or Roland's ears.
But you and Roland heard. Roland looked at Luke too.
Roland's ears moved forward toward his face. He whined once.
And never broke his stare.
And now what did you think?
"God save the radio."
Luke banked the plane south. "Let me see the map," he said.
He ran his finger over the paper on your lap. His finger stopped
at a point. "Twenty-five miles," he said.
You had learned to be silent at such times. To help if you
were asked. Mostly navigate. Track distance and radius. Keep
the plane on the map. Like once in a white-out. In August snow.
And the plane flew over mountains. You'd seen Luke watch ice
slide off his wing into the left engine. You'd turned in time to
see the engine off your wing suck in a heavy, frozen slab. No
de-icing boots.
Of course.
You saw from the map where Luke would go. An abandoned air strip with USGS by it. The engine drone felt welcome
in your ears. But your pulse shoved blood quickly through your
veins, and you got that sick feeling no one gets but in a damaged
plane. You searched the landscape for the strip, and guessed it
lay more than halfway to the mountains around the Charlie River.
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You were about to quench your thirst with water from Roland's
wineskin, when Luke spoke again, this time sharp and clear.
"Look under the dash."
You did.
"Open the door to the red box."
You do.
Luke rides out some turbulence. Both hands locked on
controls.
"See the wires?"
"Yes."
"See the tags on the wires?"
"Yes."
"Now-" Luke adjusts a control on the ceiling of the plane.
"Don't pull a wire. Not yet. Read me a tag."
"Which tag?"
"Any tag! Read it!"
The light is poor. You feel sick. But you see words. "Lights,
external."
"Pull it."
"Pull it?"
"Pull the wire. Now!"
It is connected to a spark plug. You make the disconnection.
"Read another tag." Luke's voice is clear.
"Landing gear."
"Pull it!"
"Luke!"
"We'll use the hand crank. Pull it!"
And you disconnect power to the landing gear.
"Radio."
"Pull it."
You read another. "Pull it." Another. "Leave it." Another
and another. "Pull it. Pull it. Leave it. Pull it." Until only five
wires do not dangle free, do not bat your shins in turbulence and
remind you of what you try to forget.
Still you do not speak.
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Finally, Luke tells you. "We're discharging," he says. Now
that everything that can be done has been done. "We got to save
juice to reach that strip."
You do not ask how far. You can read a map. Thirteen miles
now. Straight on. Luke knows too. Maybe even Roland, still at
attention, who swallows now and then, eyes fixed on something
out the windshield, also knowing not to cry.
"Where's the crank?"
Luke taps between the seat. "Do it now," he yells over the
engine drone, now without P.A.
"How?"
"Toward the windshield."
I push on the crank. "It won't move!" I feel more thirsty now.
"Yes, it will!"
I try again. "It won't budge!"
Luke's voice is cool again. "Get behind it. Lean."
I disconnect my shoulder strap to lean between the seats.
The gear barely moves. Or my sweaty hands just slip. I can't tell
which. "Should I get in the back?"
Luke nods.
I can see the strip now. A straight line in the tundra. It looks
short from here. Maybe a hundred-and-fifty feet.
I take off the head phones and disconnect the hip belt and
climb over the seat back and push Roland over and squeeze my
shoulders between the front seats and push hard on the gear crank.
My fingers slide across grips in the metal. "I can't tell if it
moved!"
Luke says nothing.
The plane banks left as Luke circles wide around the strip to
see which way the grasses blow.
"Gear down?" Luke yells.
My body falls forward as I break the gear free. "Yes!"
"Put Roland in your lap and strap up!"
The drone alters suddenly. A sputter? The engine on the
right wing? The plane yaws. Radically. And Luke moves fast.
He flips ceiling switches. Pushes pedals with his feet. And pulls
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on the controls. He gets the plane right again. Circles. Lines up
with the strip. Cruises over with it off his wing. He turns to see
out his window. "Potholes!" he yells. "Did you see those?"
"I saw a berm at the end!"
"I saw that too," he yells, then circles back and adds, "Well,
with any luck ... "
I hold Roland tight. He crouches on my legs, digs his nails
into the plastic seat. I curl forward over him. The plane feels
tipped, sounds quiet with an engine gone. I close my eyes, feel
Luke cut the speed, then pull up hard on the nose. Just before
gravel cracks the windshield. Before a gear collapses underneath
the fuselage. Before a prop meets earth. Before the plane whirls
sideways to its last stop.
You walk now, the three of you, trembling but unhurt and
north with your backs to the plane.
"You'll have to come and get us." Luke talks into a portable.
"We're OK, but she's on the ground forever maybe."
Nothing tall grows anywhere near. Bog surrounds the strip,
and dry grassy tops of tussocks a yard tall shiver in the wind.
Cottongrass sways and blooms below tussocks beside water.
Luke picks you cottongrass to calm both your nerves. You
braid your hair, against the wind, in one long plait. You and
Luke, pals no matter what, lock arms and walk north into the
wind, two people-the only two for seventy-five miles, and that
just due to fire-and a dog alone in tundra that rolls on broomstraw yellow except under shadows of cumulus clouds where it
looks almost blue. From the cottongrass in your hand, wind lifts
seeds; some fall on your wrist, some travel on air into mystery,
until you hold a bunch of stems.
You think: This bouquet is like Luke.
The air feels cool and clean and right. Your lungs feel
blessed. Somehow you know even Roland feels right here.
"You know my midnight deliveries?"
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"The brown-paper packages?" you ask Luke. "To the
out-stations?"
Luke nods then. Everybody knows. He knows he'll get
busted, but they keep him stocked in airplane parts. "She said
she'd tum me in."
How amazing love. You think, what it makes us do.
"Money," Luke says. "Funny how money ..."
"Those fires are money to us," you say. "But they're food to
the moose."
Luke says, "Money's food. Our food."
But you say, "We could earn it other ways."
Luke says, "We haven't though. We love this place. We
send jumpers to put fires out. That's how we stay here. It's what
keeps us."
You say, "How else can we eat?" And this is no retort, for
you really want to know. Not for now per se, but for the next
thousand years. "Deliver brown paper packages at midnight to
outposts."
Luke has answers. It's comforting-sincerely-to know
people like that. People need answers.
Roland woofs, runs ahead, and dives into the bog at the end
of the strip.
"I better trash the plane. That's my out. You know, she was
a beauty once. When we first met. I never thought I'd see this
day. I thought she was the one."
You reach the end of the strip. Roland climbs out of the bog,
looks Luke in the eye, and shakes his coat dry. Luke smiles, sits
down, takes Roland's head, rubs it with both hands. "You
thought she was a beauty too, huh kiddo?"
You tum around. The plane stands eighty feet away and is
turned at such an angle you cannot see the shattered glass. You
cannot see the curled blades on the far wing, itself torqued
askew. You see the shiny body in the soft Arctic light, the silver
fuselage with a racy red streak, smooth from technology, crafted
through intelligence, refined by industry. Impossibility realized.
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"She's still a beauty," you say wishing already you had not.
How can your eyes show you this?
"Eh, she's getting old."
"So are you."
"So, I have a problem."
"People adapt."
"I don't think so."
"No?"
"Naw, she's getting old."
"But still a beauty if you look at her right." It's there. It
must be said.
You pull Luke to his feet and turn him around to face the
plane. "Look," you say. "If you don't think-just look and if she
doesn't move-if she just sits there still like art-it's what you
know that makes her bad-not what you see."
There she is. A fleck of technology. She'll cast no shadow
on the grass again. You hate this beauty. And yourself for seeing it.
Still you feel driven to say, "Don't think. Don't remember.
Just look."
And you ask yourself, how can this be? And you cannot say,
though an answer lies within you, too confusing to speak.
You turn away. And forget. Relief is immediate. You hear
planes overhead en route to the fire. They won't come here till
late-even morning maybe, when the cool night air mingles
with the flames. They can't send a plane; Luke's blocked the
strip. A chopper'll come. So maybe morning, yeah. You think,
the longer the better-you won' t be here again. And because
you must, you will forget this moment of the plane and remember only that, at this time of year and at this latitude, the sunlight
on the tundra lasts all night.
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